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PREP BASKETBALL: Lady Tigers Drop Bombers, OS Swept Vs. Marshall, Page 9A
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Legislators: Budget leaves few options
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The

LRC Public Information photo

LIMITING TELEMARKETERS ... Rep. Buddy Buckingham (DMurray) is shown presenting a bill to limit telemarketers at a
meeting of the House Labor & Industry Committee.

budget presented by Gov. Paul
Patton could leave the General
Assembly with few alternatives and
even fewer options that are attractive.
Much of Patton's budget address
outlined what it did not do: It does
not finance improvements in education, there are few water and sewer
line improvements, and it doesn't
build new community development
projects or even follow up on commitments for continuing projects.
But the budget also does not
force cuts on education, require layoffs or create a deficit, Patton said.
"This proposal has no new pro-

grams. It also doesn't have any substantial cuts of essential services. It
spends down our reserves. It doesn't
have a deficit. That's the best balance I can achieve under these
adverse fiscal conditions," Patton
said in a speech to a joint session of
the House and Senate Tuesday.
While he acknowledged that the
General Assembly will have the
final say on what money gets spent
where, Patton warned against too
much tinkering.
"I ask for you to not raise expectations of more money for important
programs without providing a
source of that money. I call upon the
leaders of each body of the legislature to join with me and not allow
the passage of a law calling for an•

expenditure which is not in the
budget and to resist those who try,
regardless of party," Patton said.
"I think probably we're backed
into some corners," said Rep. Frank
Rasche,D-Paducah,chairman of the
House Education Committee.
Even
Senate
Republicans
seemed resigned to a budget without
much room to maneuver.
Senate GOP floor leader Dan
Kelly of Springfield said that if
basic services are to continue at current levels, the revenue expectations
will allow little in the way of new
initiatives. -There will be some
small line item decisions that will be
made," Kelly said.
House Republican floor leader
Jeff Hoover of Jamestown said a

year on a budget
diet might be
good for the legislature. Hoover
said some past
legislative budget sessions have
seen members
"jockeying for
positions"
to
Patton
"get a piece of
the pie."
Patton also advised against any
raiding of the state's rainy day fund,
which has been eyed by some legislators.
"We don't use any of the remaining $120 million in the trust fund

III See Page 3A

'Zero call' bill Campus Ligh
clears House shinesfor
By CHARLES WOLFE
That caused some who voted for
Associated Press Writer
the bill to question its usefulness. "I
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The have a problem with something
Kentucky House on Tuesday passed called a 'zero call' list still allowing
a bill to let people fed up with tele- calls from strangers to come into the
phone solicitors opt for inclusion on house," said Rep. Tim Feeley, Ra "zero call- list maintained by the Crestwood.
attorney general.
Businesses would have to pur"If we ask not to be called, people chase the zero-call list each year
should honor that request," the spon- from Attorney General Ben
sor, Rep. Buddy Buckingham of Chandler's office. They could be
Murray, told his House colleagues.
charged a maximum of $400 and
However, under amendments to would get quarterly updates at no
the bill, the zero-call list would actu- extra cost.
ally be a not-quite-zero list.
The House passed telemarketing
&c_wptiviis-svere carved into the bill bills in each of the last two years,
for local merchants, bill collectors, but they died in the Senate.
charities and some real-estate
agents.
•See Page 3A

Quizno's newest
addition to growing
Murray eatery roster.
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Another familiar name will soon be joining the ever-growing list of
restaurants that have decided to come to Murray.
Quinno's Subs, an international chain of restaurants that specialize in
submarine sandwiches, will move into 1203 Chestnut St., the former
home of Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, in April, according to a
spokesperson at the restaurant's company headquarters in Denver, Colo.
The spokesperson, a customer service representative, said the restaurant is scheduled to open in Murray April 5, but Larry Sapp, an area director for Quizno's restaurants in Kentucky and Illinois, said it is still too
early to attach a specific date to the restaurant's opening here.
"We expect it will be April," Sapp said. "I don't know that they've
picked a day yet."
Sapp said Quizno's (pronounced "quiz-knows") decided to come to
Murray based on the city's population and demographics; two factors he
said are considered at every Quizno's location. "(Murray's) a minimal
market," he said, "but it's a strong market."
The concept for Quizno's was born in an Italian sit-down restaurant

A BIBLICA
TELLING
During
Tuesday
nights dress
rehearsal for
Campus
Lights.
DeAnne
Osborne sings
a number.

65th time
•
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Campus Lights is a Murray State tradition and is preparing for
its 65th show.
This year's production is "Children of Eden," written by
Charles Lisanby and music written by Stephen Schwartz, and
based on the biblical stories of Adam and Eve and Noah and the
Flood.
-It is a family show and shows the iint1.of families."
said director Rush H. Trowel IV.
Known as the "Oldest Musical in the South," Campus Lights is
a student run production where all the proceeds go toward a fouryear, full-tuition scholarship awarded to entering freshmen.
The show is sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota,
the two musical fraternities on campus.
Trowel said the stories are loosely based on the stories from the
Bible and people coming to the show shouldn't expect a verbedum
interpretation.
"This is an interpretation of the biblical stories. We are not trying to preach to people," he said.
Having the stories based on such well-known characters kind
of makes it difficult for the actor to get into the character that was
written.
"In a normal play, you do not have any preconceived notions
about What a character is supposed to be like. But anyone who
knows these stories, it is hard to differentiate what your idea of
what this character is like, and what is really written," said Aaron
Lundy, who plays the role of Father or God.
Lundy said playing the role of Father is especially difficult
because of the intense emotions that come along with the role.
"It is just a really intense role," he said. "Just the quick change
of emotion — like I am really happy to I'm throwing you from
the garden."
Trowel said just putting on this show was challenging because
of the music, which is developed as many new musicals are, with
a majority of music and very little speaking parts. "It is a hard
show to learn because it is wall-to-wall
music," he said.
DeAnne Osborne, who plays the
roles of Eve and Momma Noah, said
the music is her favorite part of the
show."There is not a song that
I am not dancing to back-

•See Page 2A

•See Page 2A

Holidays officially over when bills start piling up
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
purchases can mount up to a world of debt.
Staff Writer
"People who have run up credit card
The holidays have officially ended. And debt, the number one priority is to either pay
with that, the credit card bills have official- it off or refinance to a lower interest rate,"
ly started rolling in.
said Mike Pierce, CPA with Pierce and
"I think credit cards have a purpose, but Wright.
so often they are abused," said Rick Melton,
He said there are several low interest
CPA with Howe and Melton. "Part of the loans available to consolidate the bills into
downfall is they are so easy to use."
one payment. "If you have the ability to get
Due to high interests rates and the avail- a home equity loan, you'll save a lot of
ability, what may have began as innocent money on interest and it'll be tax
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Boston, Certified Financial Planner
Financial Consultant with Hilliard Lyons.
"And the safest way to do that is to cut up
your credit cards. That way you know not to
add to it."
Boston said one way of getting the interest rates lower is to play the credit card
switch game.
She said if a person gets an invitation to
a low interest rate credit card, accept the
card and pay the high interest rate credit
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Murray, KY 42071

Kentucky Lottery

deductible," he added.
However, Pierce said self control is the
biggest factor in ridding the debt.
"Bankruptcy is at an all time high and the
biggest culprit is no self control and credit
card debt," he said. -They are drowning in
credit card debt and can't get out of it."
Pierce and other financial planners
advise that the first step of ridding the debt
is to rid the source — the credit cards.
"Stop charging anything," said Betty
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card debt with the new card and keep
switching with other low interest rate cards
until the debt is paid off.
"As long as you can play that game —
and it is a game — you Can get out ahead
because you are not adding to it," Boston
said.
Boston said another trick to eliminating
the debt is to write down all the credit
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FBI looks into alleged
document shredding
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Senior officials of the Arthur
Andersen accounting firm are
receiving subpoenas to compel
them to testify to Congress
about the massive destruction
of Enron-related documents.
Enron's own alleged shredding, meanwhile, is being
investigated by FBI agents at
the bankrupt energy company's
Houston headquarters.
Subpoenas are going to
Andersen chief executive
Joseph Berardino, fired auditor
David Duncan. attorney Nancy
Temple and risk manager
Michael Odom for their testimony • at a House hearing
Thursday.
"No one's getting a free pass
on this one,- Ken Johnson,
spokesman for the House
Energy
and
Commerce
Committee. said Tuesday.
In a sprawling inquiry with
both financial and political
overtones, II House and Senate

PoliceFireLogs

committees are investigating over the years from Enron
the Enron debacle, while the Chairman Kenneth Lay, who is
Justice Department and the expected to testify before two
Securities
and
Exchange congressional committees on
Commission pursue their own Feb. 4.
less visible probes.
Bush also urged C011gIes,
Enron's slide into the biggest not to be distracted by the
bankruptcy in U.S. history on Enron investigation.
Dec. 2 left thousands of
Chicago-based
Andersen
employees out of work and fired Duncan last week for his
stripped of their retirement sav- role in the extensive destruction
ings after Enron temporarily of Enron-related documents
barred them from selling com- after federal regulators began
pany stock from their Enron- investigating possible impropridominated 401(k) accounts. eties in the failed energy tradInvestors around the country er's accounting.
were burned.
In Houston on Tuesday, FBI
President Bush said he was agents arrived at the soaring
angered that his mother-in-law, headquarters building to look
Jenna Welch, lost about $8,000 into other alleged shredding
on her investment in Enron while attorneys for investors
stock.
suing Enron asked a federal
"A lot of the stockholders judge to bar the company and
didn't know all of the facts. And Andersen from destroying any
that's wrong," Bush said more records. Enron said it had
Tuesday.
posted security guards to block
The president has received employees from floors holding
large political contributions accounting and finance records.

PAT SULLIVAN/AP Photo
THROUGH THE SHREDDER ... William
Lerach, an attorney representing shareholders suing 29 current and former
Enron Corp. executives and directors,
carries a box of shredded documents into
federal court in Houston Tuesday. He
claims employees of the fallen energy
trading giant were destroying records
through at least mid-January.

•Bills ...
"If you don't have some type— Of
budget, that's how some people fall
cards' minimum pay ntent,; and inter- into debt and can't get out of it," he
est rates. Every month send in the said. "Everyone needs to have a ...
minimum payments and set aside good idea on what they can spend on
extra money to be sent in.
the basics."
"Because if it sits in your pocket,
Boston also offers tips to keep
you are going to spend it.'
spending down until the credit cards
She suggested taking the money are eliminated.
that has been set aside and sent it to
"Don't go shopping when you
the credit card with the highest inter- are hungry," Boston said. "That's
est rate. When that card is clear, do when you buy the expensive junk
the same .with the next card with the food.highest interest rate.
-- -She also said it -i-s-importaut for a
Pierce said the best advice is to person to sit down and think about
live within your means.
when they do their most spending,

From
. . Front

iñid iT it
to MAC-ftmselyes famity or-to-make-themselves-happy.
happy .or cheer them up. "Then find
'If after three days you are consomething else that makes you vinced you really need to buy
happy and do that when you are then buy it, but realize that much
inclined to go shopping," Boston money on your credit card would do
said.
a world of good," Boston said.
She also said to be leery when
She also said none of this will be
shopping for something of need.
of help unless the person is truly
"Find what you think you want, serious about being released from
look at the price tag and think of all debt.
the things you could buy with that
-When you are out of debt, mainmoney," Boston said. "Then ask tain these shopping habits so you
yourself if you really need that and don't get back in debt," Boston said.
who you are buying it.for."
"Then take that same money you've
Many times people buy things been putting on credit cards into
because it will impress neighbors, savings."
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Murray attorney and former
Assistant Commonwealth Attorney
Jeanne Carroll is running for
Calloway County District Judge in
the May primary election.
Carroll has operated a private law
practice in Murray for seven years.
She has served as Assistant
Commonwealth
Attorney and
Assistant
Calloway
County
Attorney and has also been president of the Calloway County Bar
Association.
She made an unsuccessful bid in
the race for Commonwealth's
Attorney for Calloway and Marshall
counties in 2000.
Carroll received her law degree
in 1993 from Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale. In 1990,
she graduated with a political science degree from Murray State
University.
She attended Calloway County
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High School and was a member of
the state champion Calloway
Speech and Debate team from 198387.
Carroll 4s a member of the
Calloway County Bar Association,
Murray Rotary Club and the Murray
Woman's Club. She also attends the
First United Methodist Church in
Murray.
Carroll is the daughter of Sharon
Pierceall and Franklin and Carolyn
Carroll. Her grandparents are the
late Roy Norsworthy and Dot
Norsworthy Orr, married to Leon
Orr; the late Fred Carroll and
Modena Carroll, and Tom and
Lounell Lovett.
She has two sisters, Renee Lax,
married to Tim Lax, and Nikki
Pierceall, - and - a brother Jason
Carroll, married to Jennifer Carroll.
Frank Julian is Carroll's campaign treasurer.

From Front
stage."
Osborne said she thinks that the
wall-to-wall music brings something out in the show.
"I think it makes it more
expressive," she said.
Performances begin Thursday
night at 8 p.m. and go through
Saturday night. There will also be
a Sunday matinee at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for students and
seniors, $7 for adults.

•Eatery.
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From Front
called Footer's in the early 1980s in
Denver. The first Quizno's Subs
restaurant was opened in 1981 in the
same Denver neighborhood.
Since being purchased by Dick
and Rick Schaden in 1991, Quizno's
has gone on to establish restaurants
in 40 U.S. states, Puerto Rico,
Canada, Japan, the
United
Kingdom, Australia and Central
America.
Sapp said permits are currently
being obtained to get the restaurant
into its new location. Quizno's will
only use part of the store's space.
however.
"It'll be a typical Quizno's
restaurant," he said. "It'll be a little
larger than most, but basically the
same." Sapp said the remaining area
of the store will be leased to another tenant, but he did not know who
that tenant would be.
Two other high profile restaurants, Huddle House and Ryan's
Steakhouse, are currently under
construction on the north side of
town.
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Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• Abraham A. Leonard, 23, Farmington, was driving south on Browns
Grove Road Sunday when the front right tire of his vehicle dropped off the
roadway, Leonard then overcorrected attempting to get back onto the road
and lost control of the vehicle. The vehicle then slid sideways, left the roadway, went across a ditch and came to rest in an open field
A passenger in the vehicle, Patricia K. Leonard, 23, Farmington, was
transported to Vanderbilt Medical Center following the accident with a compressed fracture of the spine. She was still at the hospital Wednesday morning, but a Vanderbilt spokesperson would not release any information on her
condition.
Abraham Leonard and another passenger. 5-month-old Luke G Leonard.
also of Farmington, were not injured in the accident.
• Theo Ray Norton, 26, Murray, was arrested Saturday on charges of
receiving stolen property under $300, complicity to burglary. possession of
marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia. He was released from the
Calloway County Jail on $500 cash bond.
• A Mayfield man was arrested for operating a motor vehicle under the
influence of alcohol following a two-vehicle accident Tuesday.
James Fraley, 27, Mayfield, was traveling north on Highway 121 near
Cookstore Road when he attempted to pass two vehicles. As he attempted
to get back into the right lane of traffic, he struck a vehicle driven by John B.
Howard, 36, Mayfield, in the rear. Fraley then lost control of his vehicle. spinning sideways and striking a guard with the passenger side of the vehicle
Howard's vehicle came to a stop without striking anything
Fraley was transported to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, where he
was treated for facial injuries. He was then released into the custody of the
sheriff's office. Fraley is currently lodged in the Calloway County Jail No
bond information was available Wednesday morning.
Howard complained of back pain after the incident, but did not seek medical treatment.
Murray Fire Department
• Two firefighters were dispatched just after noon Tuesday to clean up an
antifreeze spill from an accident without injuries at Fourth Street and Andrus
Drive.
• Four trucks and 14 firefighters responded to a "good intent call" from
Murray State University's Applied Science building List before 5 p m.
Tuesday.
Maintenance crews in the elevator shaft had set off the building's alarm
system. The system was reset, and all MFD units returned to the station.
•Two trucks and five firefighters responded to an accident with injuries at
16th Street and Diuguid Drive. Firefighters assisted EMS personnel with
loading one victim into an ambulance.
_Further_ information_ from the Murray Police Department was unavailable
Wednesday.morning.
Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respetliveagencies
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Democrat plan would divide Trigg

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A House committee divided 26 counties; Wolfe was added to
the list in the
dominated by Democrats voted Tuesday to approve a version made public Tuesday.
The Democratic plan
new version of a redistricting bill. Its apportionment of would potentially pit six
House incumbents, five of
Kentucky House districts would divide 27 counties — them Republicans, against each other.
four more than absolutely necessary.
In Jefferson C'ounty, Republicans Bob Heleringer
By contrast, a plan drawn up by the Republican and Ron Crimm would be in the
same district. In southminority would divide the minimum 23 counties. An eastern Kentucky, Republicans Johnny
Turner of Harlan
ideal House district would have 40,418 residents —
and Brandon Smith of Hazard would share a district, as
percent of the Kentucky population.
would Republican Howard Cornett of Whitesburg and
The Democratic plan contains three districts that Ira Branham of Pikeville.
exceed the ideal by more than the 5 percent deviation
Branham. however, does not intend to seek re-electhat emits have generally established.
tion. In addition. Turner said Tuesday that he would not
House Speaker Jody Richards, the plan's main spon- run for another House term
if the current plan was
sor, said the more important characteristic is that the dif- enacted because
Harlan County would be divided
ference in population between largest district and small- among four districts
that also contain all or parts of
est is no more than 10 percent.
Perry, Bell, Clay, Leslie, Letcher and Pike counties.
"We think it will pass muster," Richards told the
"Why they're trying to divide Harlan County four
State Government Committee, defending the divisions. ways — it's just not right,"
Turner said in an interview.
"The counties don't cooperate sometimes and divide "Politics is politics, but it's
just not right."
themselves into neat packages of 40,000" residents.
Another new development in the bill would be creThe Democratic plan would divide six small counties ation of a House district
in southern Fayette County,
between districts — Rowan, Wolfe, Spencer, -Harlan, rather than from portions of
Fayette and Madison counLetcher and Trigg. The original Democratic House plan ties.

•Budget.
KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

CLEAN UP ... City Of Murray Public Works employees Roger Underwood (left) and Josh
Adams work renovating the new City Hall site in the Walnut Plaza building.

From Front

because to budget this money to
fund ongoing expenses would be the
worse of all fiscal policies and
would in fact be a mockery of the
principle of a reserve fund. I will
resist all efforts to use any of this
money," Patton said.
electing senators.
executive Fujio Cho.
Patton's own budget envisions
A faculty senate with members
Lynn will receive an honorary
representing all of the university's doctorate in arts at a ceremony dur- spending nearly $200 million in
colleges and academic departments ing the Society for American ongoing expenses with money that
has existed since the 1960s.
is from sources that will not be
Music's 28th annual meeting.
The new board- regulation estab- _ rho, president of Toyota Motor replenished. He said that was a
lishing the new staff senate received Corp. and former general manager sound, albeit unfortiniate, practice
its first reading at the board's • of Toyota Motor Manufacturing dictated by the poor economy.
'
monthly meeting in December.
USA at the company's Georgetown
"It's a sound, humane policy, if
The board also approved hon- plant, will receive an honorary docused temporarily to keep from cutorary doctorates for country music torate in engineering from President
ting
services that our people have
star Loretta Lynn, a Johnson Lee Todd during a ceremony
come to depend on," Patton said.
County, Ky., native, and Toyota Tuesday.
Patton lamented the lack of
money to finance the kinds of projects that have been sprinkled around

UK board OKs staff senate
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
University of Kentucky's board of
trustees gave final approval Tuesday
to a new governing regulation that
will establish an elected staff senate.
- The staff -senate will include up
to 175 senators, and will create its
mi;ri bylaws and elect its -own- officers.
A Staff Senate Development
Task Force established by Russ
Williams, the staff representative to
the board, will set the process for

Tennessee •Buckingham
budget talks From Front
begin today
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Gov. Don Sundquist and legislative
leaders
begin
talks
today
(Wednesday) in hopes of ending
budget woes snarlini,the state for
the past three years.
Despite the contentious nature of
past budget discussions, some lawmakers believe the $375 million
shortfall in the current budget and
the prospect of raising $900 million
to keep funding level for next year
will help them to reach consensus
on how to raise cash now and better
prepare for the future.
"I'm hopeful the severity of the
problem is a wake-up call to my colleagues that we must regain sound
budgeting principles if we're to
move Tennessee back to the position
we were in just a few years ago,"
said House Finance Committee
chairman Matt Kisber, D-Jackson.
The leadership group will meet at
the governor's mansion Wednesday,
and will extend the discussions over
several days, if necessary.
The group consists of members
of both parties from both houses.
They are the speakers, House
Speaker Jimmy Naifeh and Lt. Gov.
John Wilder; speakers pro tern Rep.
Lois DeBerry and Sen. Robert
Rochelle; majority leaders Rep.
Gene Davidson and Sen. Ward
Crutchfield; party caucus chairmen,
Rep. Randy Rinks and Sens. Joe
Haynes; and finance committee
chairmen Kisber and Sen. Douglas
Henry. All are Democrats.
Along
with
Sundquist,
Republicans in the group include
minority leaders Rep. Steve
McDaniel and Sen. Ben Atchley;
and party caucus chairmen Rep. Jim
Boyer and Sen. Bill Clabough.

Do you have a C.D.
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5.00%
(January, 2002)
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This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.000o Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for detail-,

judges to impose stiffer sentences
and then refuse to provide prison
space."
House Democratic leader Greg
Stumbo of Prestonsburg was not
among those who thought Patton's
budget left few alternatives.
Stumbo said universities have
fared extremely well in recent budgets, and a reduction in their funding
could finance other initiatives.
"If you live in rural Kentucky, ...
there's not a lot on the table in this
budget," Stinnbo said.
nothing to complete our golCirses
ep. Harry Moberly,
under construction, and nothing- for- Richmond,—whose Appropriations
the proposed regional business park and Revenue Committee will get the
in the Purchase. The fact of the mat- first detailed look at the budget,
ter is that we just don't have the promised a thorough examination.
money!"
"We probably do not have as
Patton said the budget does many alternatives as we have in
include more money for prison beds prior budgets because of our ecoand parole officers. "We can't tell nomic situation," Moberly said.

• ••

existing rules against late-night calls
and deceptive sales tactics.
Kentucky Was a telemarketing
Buckingham, the bill sponsor,
bill, but many consider it ineffectu- said the rule making process might
al. New legislation has been a top take years to complete. "There's no
priority of AARP, the interest group logical reason for us to wait for the
for older people.
feds to do something," Buckingham
Last week, Senate President said.
David Williams said there was no
The vote was 92-4. The oppourgency because the Federal Trade nents were from southeastern
Commission was about to issue Kentucky, where telemarketers have
new, more stringent telemarketing been recruited: Republican Reps.
rules. Coincidentally, a few hours Barbara Colter of Manchester,
before the House action Tuesday, Charlie Suter of Williamsb
urg.
the FTC proposed a national "do not Marie Rader of McKee and Tommy
call" registry. It would be added to Turner of Somerset.
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DIVORCE SUPPORT GROUP
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Group will meet every Thursday starting
January 24 at 7 p.m. for 7 weeks.

OF MURRAY AND
CAL.1.0-:AY COUNTY INC.

(270) 753-9500

Cost of the seminar booklet "A Time For Healing" will be $12.95.
To register call the church office at 753-1854 or 753-6938

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 S.4th Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

Last Chance...
CALLOWAY COUNTY,KY
PICTORIAL HISTORY BOOK

Pooch or Feline Need A Trim?
Pet Grooming Service by Professional Groomer

PAULA CAMPBELL
By Appointment Only

* LAST CHANCE TO ORDER AT THE
SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION PRICE Of
$34.50.

(270)753-6749
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.

* PRICE WILL GO TO $39.50 AFTER
JANUARY 31,2002.

1271 Johnny Robertson Rd., South
www.westsidevet.com

* EACH HISTORIC PHOTOGRAPH
WILL BE FULLY INDEXED AND
CATEGORIZED BY COMMUNITY,
SCHOOLS,ORGANIZATIONS,
CHURCHES,ETC.!

•

15nng the things
that brought
1-1'im 'to
We can help
personalize thefuneral.
Nlany umes ifs the Lem!, se
with a person that strikes a chord in
pulls at our heartstrings lamihar •
hat. A favorite photograph \\ hen the
individual is special the funeral honie
should be too, Thais \\ h ss e ini.ouragi
personal expressions of remcmhranix.
• memory tables
• memor\ hoards
• unique mask
• special locations

* HUNDREDS OF NEVER—BEFORE—
PUBLISHED HISTORIC PHOTOS OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY.
* A LIMITED EDITION — YOU MUST
ORDER NOW TO BE ASSURED OF
RECEIVING YOUR COPY!

Contains rare photos offamilies,
veterans, buildings, events, churches, schools,
businesses,farms, and much more!
"The Alpha Department • Murray Woman's
Club would like to thank the hundreds of
families and individuals who submitted their
wonderful photographs. More than 2,000
photographs have been receivedfor
consideration for the book."

ABOUT THE BOOK:
* Large. 8 1/2 .x 11 inch hardbound, coffee table size
edition ‘k jib smy-th-sewn binding
* Printed on glossy, acid-free paper for superior photo
reproduction and longevity

CALLOWAY COUNTY,KY
PICTORIAL HISTORY

Sold all orders and checks payable to:
Calloway County Pictorial History Book
P.O. Box 685
Murray, KY 42071

PLEASE ENTER MY ORDER FOR
COPIES OF
THE LIMITED EDMON CAL LOWAY COUNTY

Bring sgmething that celebrates their
life Something unusual fflanictlung
unique. Your spirit w he lilted and
theirs remembered

PICTORIAL HISTORY FOR

$34.50 EACII.
NAME

PLEASE ADD $6.00 PER BOOK FOR
POSTAGE AND HANDLING. IF MAILED.
PLEASE ADD $6.00 TO EMBOSS NAME

ADDRESS

PlIONI

ON FRONT COVER.

KY RESIDENTS ADD $2.07 SALES TAX.
CITY

hnes-Mitkr
02000 MKJ Marketing]

ZIP

Li PLEASE MAIL MY ORDER TO ME

NAME TO EMBOSS ON PRON1 COVER (24 SPAC.ES) PLEASE PRINT

(;) I WILL PICK UP MY ORDER

I

FOR OFF10E USE ONLY - CR1TCOKY-HB/CT-A1)
Check #
Amt
_ Emboss code_

TOTAL ENCLOSED $

311 North 4th Street'Murray. KY 42071
270)753-7000.Fa 270) 7530042

SIAM

CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

Funeral Home

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703
#99ANNOC

the state in recent budgets.
"There are no community development projects; no arena for northern Kentucky, no money for the
Center for Women and Families in
Louisville, or no money for the Clay
Community Center in Mount
Sterling, or for any of the hundreds
of other recreational, service or lifesafety facilities that our corrununities need and you legislators want to
provide for your constituents,"
Patton said.
"Nothing for the fairgrounds,

L

_

^

ORDER BY JANUARY 31, 2002 TO GUARANTEE YOUR ('OP}'!
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Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist

The cost of bipartisanship
In Washington. the
surest road to bipartisanship is through increased
government spending.
Most Republicans and
-4A
Democrat's are equal
opportunity spenders of
other people's money.
On a victory lap to
promote his "bipartisan" new education law
— and with Sen. Edward M. Kennedy in
tow — President George W. Bush said the
measure shows what can be done for children and for America when Republicans and
Democrats work together.
It is a noble sentiment, but it is a one-was.
spending street.
In Boston, where he heaped more praise
on Kennedy than most Republicans receive,
Bush admitted,"We've spent a lot of money
on education and a lot of it has been wasted." The solution? Spend more money, of
course.

Yes, the testing and accountability provisions of the new law are good and long overdue.
But on the White House Web site, which
promotes the new law as a solution to an
education system that has failed too many
children and their parents, there was an
acknowledgement that $200 billion has been
spent by the federal government on education since 1965.
When that much money is spent and too
many children still can't read, and when
another $26.3 billion is added to the total in
the new law, it is way past time to acknowledge that money alone, or even money
mainly, is not going to fix what is wrong
with American education.
The president's original proposal contained a provision that would have lifted all
educational boats. It would have allowed
parents. who are their children's first educators, to have the power to determine which
school would serve the intellectual, social

and moral interests of their children.
life.
It's called choice.
Anything Washington gets its hands on, it
The National Education Association, eventually controls. The White House Web
which regularly passes resolutions in favor page says the law "trusts local parents, eduof"choice" when it conies to aborting future cators and school boards to make the best
students, vehemently opposes choice for decision for their children."
educating children fortunate enough to have
That is only partially true. If you want to
been born. Why is the education establish- send your child to a secular or religious priment pro-choice in one category and anti- vate school and you believe that is where
choice in another?
your child can best be educated, the federal.
The choice provision in the president's government will make you pay twice —
law allows some parents a choice between once in your taxes to support your local pubfailing public schools. If they live in a poor lic school and again in tuition and related
district where all schools are bad, sending expenses to the private school.
their child from one underachieving school
Liberal Democrats, who regularly lament
to another underachieving school is no the "unfairness" of Republican proposals
choice at all.
(and in many cases can afford to educate
Whether the condemned is executed by their children in swanky private schools),
hanging or firing squad, one's life is over. support unfairness when it comes to the eduAnd whether a child is educated in failing cation of children from middle-income and
school No. 1, or failing school No. 2. the poor families.
child is robbed of his intellectual potential
Why haven't Republicans done a better
and the nation loses a mind and a productive job playing the Democrat class warfare

game on an issue that is ready-made for
them?
Most of America thrives on competition.
Competition keeps prices lower than
monopoly in virtually every area ofour lives
— from telephone service to supermarkets.
Competition improves the quality of goods
and services because companies know that
customers have alternatives.
-We know you have a choice in airlines
and we thank you for choosing
DeltalUnited1Continental, etc." says the
flight attendant.
Competition in education will improve
learning, while reducing the power of politicians and lobbyists.
It is for these reasons that the NBA and
even liberal Democrats like the president's
new "good friend" and "good man," Ted
Kennedy, oppose real choice and why they
are happy to wrap themselves in the cloak of
"bipartisanship" when, in fact, they are
merely supporting the education status quo.

Main Street
By CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist

End-of-life
issues and
the media
. Between September and December of 2001. the
Murray Ledger & Times graciously printed the 15-part
Knight Ridder series "Finding Our Way: Living With
Dying in America." Because of the paper's willingness
•,) devote'space to this ground-breaking project, local
eaders joined an estimated readership of 6.8 million who were Willing to learn more about end-of-life issues.
Out of all the papers in Kentucky. the Ledger &
Times is the only one that accepted Knight Ridderls generous offer to provide the rigorously-researched stories.
Though there was no charge to print the material, which was easily downloadable from the project's Website, even papers owned by Knight Ridder,
including the Lexington Herald-Leader, did not take advantage of the
opportunity to provide readers with crucial insights and information about
death and dying.
We are indeed fortunate to be in a community that understands the need
to confront uncomfortable topics head-on.
Since August 2000. WKMS-FM has been broadcasting documentary
segments dealing with a range of end-of-life challenges. "Promises to
Keep." the name of the series has included such topics as living wills.
hospice. organ donation and Alzheimers. It has also covered art exhibits .
and happening's with end-of-life connections such as MS1.L's presentation
of "Steel Magnolias" and the Department of Music's participation in the
Paducah Symphony's production of the Brahams Requiem,
St. John's Episcopal Church is focusing its outreach efforts on the needs
of caregivers and is hosting a monthly discussion group on books with
end-of-life themes.
Last year, with suppOrt from Murniy-Calloway County,- Hospital. St.
John's hosted a community forum for the Kentucky Hospitals Association.
Community members were invited to share their end-of-life experiences as
part of a statewide effort.
Out of all the locations that hosted these forums -- including Louisville
and Lexington — Murray attracted the most participants.
Murray Middle School students pitched in and organized a reading of
poems about life and death for National Poetry Month last April.
Murray State University's Creative Writing Department organized a
unique poetry reading that invited community leaders to read great works
of literature. A banker, an attorney, an insurance executive, a priest, a minister and a. sports writer were among those who rose to the challenge of
reading poetry before an audience. Around 100 people showed up that cold
February evening, an impressive turnout for almost any local gathering.
Readers of "Main Street" have had an almost steady diet of stories associated with some aspect of death for the past year. Recently. that work was
recognized by the Kaiser Foundation as a significant effort to showcise
important public health issues.
Death and dying are coming out of the closet across the country.
Perhaps because we are an aging population, the topics are taking on new
relevance.
In the aftermath of September I I, who can ignore the stark reality that
life as we know it can change in an instant? With preparation, such loss is
a nightmare: but without any forethought, sudden death can devastate a
family emotionally, financially, spiritually and psychologically, extending
the grieving process unnaturally.
Even during the Golden Globe Awards on Sunday. death took no holidays. Television shows dealing with death — "Wit" and "Six Feet Under"
were nominated for prestigious awards. On the big screen. ',tile as a
House" and "In the Bedroom" were recognized for the art with which they
handled touching and tragic Stories about families dealing with the death
of a loved one.
If there are end-of-life issues that you would like to see explored in the
coming year. please contact the columnist through this paper or email her
„ directly at cacalexancjer@hotmail.
Read "Main Street" online at www.murrayledgercam.
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Reagan's threat that freed the hostages
EDITOR'S NOTE—The following is an oped piece on the anniversary on the Jan. 20. 1981.
release of hostages from Iran by Grove City
College political science professor Dr. Paul
Kengor and research assistant Jacob Smith.
The piece contains original material based on
interviews and archives. Kengor uncovered much
of the archive material from the Reagan Library
over the summer of 2001. Quoted from Richard
Allen are taken from a Dec. 16, 2001, interview.
Kengor is associate professor of political science at Grove City College. He is the author of
"God. Reagan, and the Soviet Empire," forthcoming in 2002.'Jacob Smith is a research assistant at Grove City College.
By PAUL RENGOR and JACOB SMITH
It was Nov. 4. 1980. Ronald Reagan had just
been elected president. For Col. Charles W. Scott,
the day marked a full year in captivity at the U.S.
embassy in Tehran.
Scott recalls the reaction of his captors to
Reagan's victory: "I remember specifically when
one of the guards came in and said, 'Reagan is
now the new president. What do you think will
happen when he comes into office?' I didn't say a
word, I just went, 'BOOM.' And they said,
'Really?' And I said 'Yeah, the first day he's in
office after the inaugural ceremony, he'll go back
to the White House and say 'OK, tell the Iranians
if. they don't let those hostages go by midnight
tomorrow night, it's war.—
A few weeks later, literally as Reagan was
inaugurated on Jan. 20, 1981, the 52 hostages
were released. That was a little over 20 years ago.
President Jimmy Carter deserves to be commended for his agonizing effOps on behalf of the
hostages. His hard work helped gain their release.
Twenty years later, however, it is more clear than
ever that Reagan was a crucial factor as well. Or,
better put, the threat of Reagan was a factor.
Ironically, those who still resist that view are
some of the same who helped make Reagan's
threat so formidable to the Iranian captors.
Reagan's opponents branded him a triggerhappy cowboy itching to shoot something.
Foreign policy under an unsophisticated

President Reagan. they assured, was a terrifying
prospect. Carter and his tean dubbed Reagan a
warmonger. Though Reagan insisted he wanted a
military build up simply to prod the Soviets to the
negotiating table, critics recklessly argued that he
was seeking a vast arsenal for the purpose of
being able to actually fight and win a nuclear war.
While this achieved its intent of frightening
many voters, it also had the effect of scaring the
daylights out of enemies abroad. One'such group
of enemies held hostages in Tehran.
When Reagan won election that November
day, the first question that crossed many of their
minds was: Does this mean we'll be bombed back
to the Stone Age?
That perception of Reagan mattered, as did his
words.
One of the great myths about Reagan is that he
shot from the lip, thoughtlessly firing bellicose
statements about the Soviets or whoever. To the
contrary. his words were always carefully chosen
with a deliberate intent. A perfect example was
his rhetoric toward Iran during the period.
Richard V. Allen, Reagan's foreign policy
adviser during the canpaign and his first national
security adviser. notes that Reagan "sought to be
very careful not to inf lane." or undercut the
Carter administration,,refraining "from doing or
saying anything that would jeopardize whatever
the administration was doing.to secure the release
of the hostages." :But, said Allen, "we ... never
discouraged any journalist from thinking that,
better yet. writing or saying, in effect, 'the
Iranians had better watch out, make their deal
with Carter now, because once Reagan is in
office, things will be radically different.—
In March 1980, Reagan said the United States
should issue a deadline for the hostages' release
and take an unspecified "uktpleasant action"
against Iran if the deadline weren't met.
Once he won the election, he escalated his
rhetoric. "In the weeks leading up to the inauguration," he recalled later. "I had gone out of my
way to say some nasty things in public about the
Ayatollah Khomeini, hoping it would encourage
him to expedite the negotiations before we
arrived in Washington."

In December 1980, he warned: "There should
be no delay in freeing the hostages."
The outgoing Carter administration enhanced
the Reagan threat. It believed the Reagan administration would in fact be tougher and sent that
message with a high-level team engaged in negotiations with Iran. The team was ordered to communicate that "it will be a whole new ball game
after January 20." In effect, the Carter people rattled Reagan's saber.
In early December, the governor of the Iranian
Central Bank floated the notion that Reagan,
because he had a unique 'Nixon-can-go-toChina" credibility, might actually be conciliatory
to the Iranians once in power. Reagan quickly
dismissed the notion as 'pretty foolish."
In late December, Iran demanded $24 billion
for the hostages. Reagan was steamed: "I don't
think you pay ransom for people that have been
kidnapped by barbarians."
The hostages were released three weeks later.
"There was never any doubt in my mind that
the release, coming at the precise timing of the
inauguration itself, was both a slap at Carter and
fear of what would come next," judged Richard
Allen
was never any doubt in my mind that the
release, coming at the timing of the inauguration
itself, was both a 'Slap at Carter and what would
come next," judged Richard Allen.
Allen is hardly alone. Among scholars, Steven
W. Hook of Kent State University and John
Spanier of the University of Florida write: `The
Iranians expected harsher measures from Reagan,
including military action." In these circumstances, they maintain, the "diplomacy" to release
the hostages "finally proved successful."
Though too humble to publicly take credit,
Reagan sensed his tough talk made a difference.
This is not to take away from Carter's earnest
work and success in the hostages' release. But
history, now over 20 years henceforth, must
acknowledge Reagan's impact as well.
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Deaths
Glenn Crawford
The funeral for Glenn Crawford will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.The Rev. Tim Palmer and Max Rogers will
officiate. Music will be by Jimmy Wilson, pianist, and the Rev. Ed and
Carol Montgomery, singers.
Pallbearers will be Rick Wilkerson, Terry Lassiter, Wildie Coleman, Dr.
Mark Crawford, Ben Crawford and Buddy Farris; active; Michael Keel.
Max Morris, Bobby Manning, Charles Lovins, Billy Coleman, Billy
Kimbro, Buddy Windsor, Noble Orr, Billy Paul Howard, Tom Jones, Mike
Rogers, Charles Osborne, Cliff McCallon, Mike Dixon, Harold Bibber,
Tony Turner, Larry Prichard, Billy Potts, Pat Dale Orr and William Brown,
honorary.
Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Angel Fund, Calloway County
Family Resource Center, 1169 Pottertown Rd., Murray, KY 42071, or
Murray Head Start; 208 South 13th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Crawford, 72, Lynn Grove community, Murray, died Monday, Jan.
21, 2002, at 4:22 p.m. in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A farmer, he formerly served on the A.S.C.S. Board and Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Board. He was an Army veteran of the Korean Conflict
and was a member of Lynn Grove United Methodist Church.
Born March 11, 1929, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Joel Crawford and Lottie Young Crawford.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. June Paschall Crawford, to whom he
was married April 30, 1960; one daughter, Mrs. Cathy Locke and husband,
the Rev. Kenny, Sedalia; two sisters, Mrs. Annette Wyckoff, Sunnyvale,
Calif., and Ms. Josephine Crawford, San Mameto, Calif.; one brother,
Donald Crawford and wife, Margaret, Murray; one granddaughter, Jennie
Crawford; two stepgrandsons, Jamie and Laramie Locke.

_
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Mrs. Jean Irvarr-

Mrs. Jean Irvan, 85, Walnut Court, Benton, died Monday, Jan. 21, 2002,
at 2:20 p.m. at Oakview Manor Healthcare Center, Calvert City.
A homemaker, she was a member of the Church of Christ.
Her husband, James Edward Irvan, preceded her in death..She was the
daughter of the late John Henry Mohler and Allie Mae Copeland Mohler.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Shelby Hurt, Benton; three grandChildren, Michael Hurt, Dalton, Ga., Steve Hurt, Benton.,and Phyllis Lopez,
uma, Arix.; seven great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.
, Graveside services will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at Goshen Cemetery at
Stella in Calloway County. Gene Gilliland will officiate.
Collierfuneral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation will be scheduled.
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Mrs. Malissia L. Price
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NYC fire officials
rethink policies

Mrs. Malissia L. Price, 83, Village Road, Benton, died
Monday, Jan. 21, 2002, at 4:30 p.m. at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
NEW YORK (AP)- The New which lost 343 members in
the
A homemaker. she was of Baptist faith.
York City fire department is re-exam- attacks, did not have a handle on
who
Her husband, Howard ClitTord Price, one daughter, ining some of its emergency proce- had rushed into the buildings
before
Elizabeth Price, one son, Melvin Price, one stepdaughter, dures in the wake of the World Trade they collapsed.
Emma Grissom, and two brothers, Ernie Camp and William
Center disaster, a fire commander
"We knew what companies had
T. Camp, all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of said Tuesday.
responded to the scene, but we didn't
Deputy Chief Charles Blaich said know exactly who else responded to
the late William T. Camp and Willie B. Graves Straub.
Price
fire officials have tended to find the scene," he said. 'There were
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Aubuary Phillips
peoand husband Earl, Benton; one son, Howard Price and wife, "areas of refuge" in high-rise build- ple who came in private cars. There
ings, rather than evacuating the entire were people who came in
Kathy..Huntingdon, Tenn.; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Dorothy Dozier and
as extra
Mrs.
Bonnie Greek, both of Newbem,Tenn.; one stepson, Lawrence Price,
manpower on a rig."
Ridgely, structure.
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Dorothy Tucker, and half brother, Charles Mims,
The Sept. 11. attack "sort of
Earlier Tuesday,John Jay historian
both
skewed that whole plan," he said dur- Charles Strozier said the destructio
of Toledo, Ohio; an aunt, Mrs. Maudie Gouger, Hickman; 13 grandchil
n
dren;
ing a forum on urban hazards - of the trade center created
17 great-grandchildren.
different
including terrorism and natural disas- "zones of sadness," starting
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
with
ters - at the John Jay College of those who saw the carnage
Home,Benton. The Rev. C.C. Brasher and Howard Price will officiate. Burial
first hand.
'Criminal Justice.
will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
.
Strozier, who has interviewed witBlaich said people inside the twin nesses for a book about the attacks.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6 p.m. Friday.
towers, including police officers and said some witnesses saw scores,
perfirefighters, were not in communica- haps hundreds of people, jump
from
tion with people in helicopters out- the upper floors to escape the
The funeral for Mrs. Sharon Hughes Rowland is today (Wednesday)
scorchat 10 side who might have been
able to tell ing heat.
a.m. in the chapel of Browning Funeral Home, Evansville. Entombment
will
them the buildings were about to colfollow in the Memorial Park Mausoleum.
"Some couples held hands on the
way down," Strozier said."Men were
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's Children's Hospital, lapse.
"There has to be a whole big revis- still in business suits, and their
Memphis,Tenn.
ties
it
of
this whole event, including com- fluttered in the air ... It seemed
Mrs. Rowland,59, Evansville, Ind., formerly of Murray, died Monday,Jan.
like
munication coordination," he said.
something out of the Book of
21, 2002, at her home. Her death was from natural causes.
Blaich said the fire department, Revelations."
She was a 1960 graduate of New Concord High School in Calloway
County. She was of Methodist faith.
Her husband, Eddie Rowland, died in April 1980. Born Aug. 11, 1942, in
Calloway County,she was the daughter of Reba Hughes and Pete Hughes who
died in September 1967.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Angelia Hohl and husband, Deon,two
grandsons, Wyatt Rowland and Jesse Rowland, and her mother, Mrs. Reba
By The Associated Press
rity at key U.S. and NATO military
Hughes, all of Evansville; one sister, Mrs. Joyce Harper and husband, Rabon,
Members of the Kentucky Army installations in Germany and
and two n!phews,Steve Harper and wife, Martha, and Dewayne Hamer and
NationaLGuard from kir Kentucky Beigiurn,Miller said.
-wife, Pam, all of M-urray.
towns have left-to begiirtrainingrin
The- units- should ht-ar-Fort
•
Georgia and will eventually be part Stewart for about 10 days before
of Operation Enduring Freedom in they are deployed overseas in early
The funeral for Earven Louis Barnes will be today (Wednesday) at 1 p.m.
an overseas security mission.
February.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,Benton. The Rev. Roger Rice will offiA total of 441 soldiers departed
The activated units include a
ciate. Burial will follow in Calvert City Cemetery.
Tuesday for Fort Stewart, Ga., said headquarters
company
from
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Lt. Col. Phil Miller of the Kentucky Barbourville; line infantry compaMr. Barnes,91, Arizona Street, Calvert City, died Sunday, Jan. 20, 2002, at
National Guard.
nies from London and Somerset;
6:45 p.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center, Calvert City.
The units are set to provide secu- and armored companies from
Born Aug. 16, 1910, in Marshall County, he was the son of the late Horace
Benton, Marion and Madisonville.
Barnes Nod Haley Bell Barnes. One grandson,Jeffery Ross, also preceded him
in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Evelyn Russell Barnes, to whom he was
Investments Since 1854.
married Aug. 8, 1934; two daughters, Mrs. Linda Ross, Murray, and Mrs.
Glenda Weyer, Calvert City.
Stock Market Report P;c9e: ras

Mrs. Sharon Hughes Rowland

Guardsmen depart for
oversees security mission

Earven Louis Barnes
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Students return to Va.
law school after shooting
; GRUNDY, Va. (AP.) - Ted
says he had yearned to
become a defense attorney, but
changed his mind in the wake of
the slayings of the dean, a professor and another student at the
Appalachian School of Law.
"I don't ever want to defend
someone like him," Besen said.
The former Marine and police
officer was among several students
who tackled former classmate
Peter Odighizuwa on the school's
front lawn after last week's shootings.
When
classes
resume
Wednesday at the school, Besen,
37, and others said they'll return
with mixed emotions.
"You just feel violated somehow," Besen said Tuesday at a
nearby restaurant.
"I've been having bad dreams,"
said 42-year-old Mary Kilpatrick.
"I guess there's no more security in
•

qesen

law schools than there is any other
place."
Kilpatrick said she and about 20
other students spent most of
Monday in the school lounge,
scrubbing blood stains from the
rug and rearranging furniture.
"It's therapeutic being back
here; it keeps my mind off of
things," Kilpatrick said.
Police say Odighizuwa shot
Dean L. Anthony Sutin and
Professor Thomas Blackwell in
their offices last Wednesday, then
opened fire in the school lounge,
killing student Angela Dales and
injuring three others.
Odighizuwa, 43, had recently
learned he'd flunked out for the
second time. He's charged with
three counts of capital murder,
three counts of attempted capital
murder and six weapons charges.
Prosecutors say they will seek the
death penalty.

The EssentialDay Spa
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Taste andTake
Join Us On

Friday, January 25th
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Taste a dish cooked in Polish pottery and take the
featured dish along with the recipe home with a

20% discount.

110.34- 0.16
39.60 - 0.48

Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel
MeDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

Recipes compliments of Carma Bell.
Featured Dish - Large Rectangular Casserole

Olde World
Marketplace

9717.40+ 3.60 IBM

Air Products
44.70 + 0.66
AOL Time Warner
27.90 - 0.50
AT&T
18.32 + 0.19
Bell South
.38.06 + 0.61
Briggs & Stratton
.39.79 0.03
Bristol Myers Squibb -.48.90 +0.05
Caterpillar
47.10. 1.08
Chevron Texaco Corp
87.65 + 0.92
Daimler Chrysler
41.14 + 0.58
Dean Foods
63.90- 0.05
Exxon-Mobil
38.72 + 0.70
Ford Motor
14.06 - 0.37
General Electric
37.65 - 0.65
General Motors
48.64 + 0.12
GlaxoSmithKline ADR -50.09 + 0.63
Goodrich
25.67 + 0.09
Goodyear
21.94 0.08
HopFed Bank*
11.42 B 11.45 A

32.31 + 0.61
20.39 - 0.02
6.73 - 0.21
17.72 -0:09
.27.01 + 0.21
59.59 + 0.30
63.44 - 1.02
25.50 + 0.35
4950 + 0.08
40.98 + 0.18
34.03 + 0.23
52.74 + 0.32
44.64 - 0.01
20 36 - 0.12
34.55 + 0.07
58.39 + 0.38
12.18 - 0.10

Murray, KY 42071

409
HIWARD
LYONS

270-753-3366

SINCE 1554

Hilliard Lyons

Court Square

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B. Hilliard. WA__ Lyons, Inc • Member NYSE and S1PC
giir"*4

••

Are
You Ready
For A
STIHL'?

306 Main St. ilhmittoun NItirrii

759-4877

PLANNING AHEAD

1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0760

Have you let your gift certificate expire?

159n7

January is your chance to bring it in
and redeem it for AV E DA.products.

A powerful. lightweight saw for occasional use around

the home that has many of the same design features
as our professional models

BETTER BUILT GARAGES,INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Dwain Warren. Owner

15 Years In Business
Perry Warren. Manager

(270)674-5530 • Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A. 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12- footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
c.
F. Constr gr.
studs
G. 7/16- O.S.B.
undersiding
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

log Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Otsairly Matenai.
I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft. 0.0
J. 1/2 plywood/O.S.B.
K. Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

JIM KELLY
Licensed Representative

Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is
pleased to offer a wide range of pre-arranged services that are designed by you, allowing you to
make all of the decisions before the need arises. All
plans are personally tailored by you to meet your
specific needs and desires. If you would like a free
pre-planning guidebook or if you have any questions, please call or stop- by at your convenience.

COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w hardboard siding
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
$40;'
2 CAR (18x20(
5482',
LARGE CAR (22)(22)
$5125
2 1,2 CAR (2024)
$5325
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
$5925
LARGE 3 CAR 13000)
S7275

Deluxe Models - vinyl siding
1 112 CAR f 12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE CAR (22x22)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (3000)
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT- CALL US - WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom Built - Bu Or Rent To Own'

494
%
$4525
55225
$5325
$5675
56425
57675

MS290
sip& rya.Ow

•

FUNERAL HOME
"Fatnill Owned and Operated"

Keith York and Kelvin York

753-6800
713 SOUTH FOURTH

$29995

w/1r bat
ime. 114

„MAN

BLALOCK-COI

We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Designed for firewood cutting and around the home
tasks. Easy to start and operate- feature packed'

STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY

When you need a real workhorse this saw will
handle the tough lobs 8. then some

MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St. • Murray
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 - 5:00, Sat. 7:30 - 3:00
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Community
education
classes are
scheduled

Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Community Editor

Murray State University's Center -for Continuing Education
-.recently announced the schedule
of non-credit classes for spring
2002.
Community education classes
provide affordably priced, accessible learning opportunities, available to everyone in the community.
The spring schedule introduces
several new classes including: Creative Writing, Beginning Keyboarding and Introduction to Adobe
PhotoShop.
The schedule also revives old
favorites such as Ballroom Dancing, Basic Conversational Spanish, Computers for Senior Citizens and an assortment of computer, personal development and
crafts classes.
Classes.begin- in -late- Jan- uary and continue throughout the
spring semester. Registrations are
currently being taken. All classes
are held on the campus of Murray State University and parking
is free.
For more information, to request
a schedule of classes, or to register for classes, contact the Center for Continuing Education at
762-3659 or 1-800-669-7654, ext.
3659

A Christian Rock Extravaganza will be Saturday, Jan. 26, at the Main Street Youth Center. The
event will start at 7 p.m.
Groups to be featured include "What About
Debris," "Stellar Kin," "Run Kid Run" and "Cries
From Beneath the Stage."
Admission will be $5 per person. David Hudspeth, executive director of the center, urges the
public to attend this special fund-raising musical
event.

LifeHouse meeting Jan. 31
SPECIAL TRIP...Members of the Seventh Grade Gifted and Talented Class at Calloway
County Middle School with their teacher. Jeanetta McCallon, took a trip to St. Louis,
Mo., to see the play, "The Giver." The students had read the novel, written by Lois
Lowry, in Language Arts classes. The group also visited the Gateway Arch in downtown St. Louis while there.

KHC offers
up to $20,000
-for buyers

MAGAZINE MEETING...Nancy Haverstock (right), hostess, and Rainey Apperson, president, are pictured
at the December meeting of the Magazine Club held
at Dumplin's. The club will meet Thursday. Jan. 24,
at 2 p.m. at Dumplin's with hostess being Betty
Hornsby.

Saalwaechter wins honors
arrivals are hitting our door.
This season will prove to be a lively one
with many new trends emerging. From
western. to hippie, as well as preppy, there
will he some of all. It is wonderful how it
all seems to blend together.
"Little House on the Prairie" looks are
being seen in ruffles and floral prints.
These romantic lace up. tie up. wrap
around and off the shoulder looks are in
blouses and dresses this season.
Lace has taken on new meaning, the feminine approach in lace, gypsy gauze, flowing styles, and ruffles are being seen in
less fitted and structured clothing.
Denim is always a must, paired with
everything. We'll he seeing a lot of French
Nautical or Riviera influence applied to
American themes. The red, white, and
blue palette as well as khaki, red. navy in
stripes and prints relate well to denim.
Crop pants are strong. especially in prints
with novelty treatments with slits, cut
outs. and bow', in wide and narrow legs.
Black and white are always a crisp looks
and it is especially great this go around.
Paired with neutrals or brights - black and
white themes are in clothing everywhere.
Tee shirts and novelty knit tops along
with the feminine blouses will be a big
category for spring.
Asymmetrical hems in skirts and dre,
in soft flowing fabrics are doing well.
Stretch pants.-strapless tops and novelty
jackets will abound also.
Look for fun and whimsy in accessories
Beaded novelty bags. straw hats and strappy sandals are a must.
Wide belts from the 60's are making a
big come back as well as their partners in
pants that ride a little lower on the hips.
Once again nautical themes are back to
go along with the patriotic fashions.
Stars and stripes will continue to be a
definite theme in fashion, as the country
has pulled together as one in support of the
September II tragedy.
Jungle looks or safari type clothing in
wonderful neutrals will be seen also.
As it is every spring, linen lyes the kind
that gets wrinkled just from looking at it)
will be popular as usual — in the South
especially.
In accessories also look for hand tooled
leather, fringe, wide cuff bracelets, long
necklaces with glass beads and stones.
drop earrings with stones are also coming
back — bigger earrings are — being worn.
Accessories can update even the most
plain Jane outfit.
Our winter sale is still going on come
in soon for spring fashions or great winter
merchandise.
Congratulations to Margaret Crawford
who won the scarf at lunch on Friday. Join
us for fun with fashion at Dl( Kelley.

Quote ofthe Week - "The best thing to do
behind a fries back is to pat it." Ruth

Nickolas Daniel Saalwaechter,
2, Murray, participated in the Back
to School Casual Wear Beauty
Pageant held at Murray State University Curris Center where he
was awarded king in his age group.
Saalwaechter also received the
awards of best personality and
prettiest eyes.
He is the son of Ben and Lori
Saalwaechter.
His grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Collins, Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Morgan and Delbert Saalwaechter, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Audrey Morgan and the late Edward
Morgan. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Nelson, and Mrs. Judy Eberhard and
the late Daniel Eberhard, all of Murray.

Saalwaechter

reta's Ueauty Salon
would like to welcome

Heather McAllister
to our staff of

hair designers

15% OFF
Cuts, Color, Highlights or Perms
on Saturdays only through February.

c3s' '44s-Ei3

The Bridal & Gift Registry at Pier 1.

Say "I do" to The Bridal & Gift Registry at Murray's Pier 1
Ne have the things you'll use every day and can help with ideas to

:.reate a home that is uniquely you. Come to Pier 1 and register for
the gifts you'll love, honor and cherish, and let us make your
new life everything you're hoping it will be

Stoneware, Stainless and Glassware by:
Cilhoun

Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion

,111 Pr 1.

t,,
, torns

report

40-mtv
The Somethonkt

Don't walk clown the aisle without us

Cradle and All
Consignment Boutique
Children's, Women's Apparel
& Home Accessories
COMING SOON MATT'S NET CAFE
s

s hh,

A baseball meeting for parents of Murray High School baseball
• ers will be Thursday, Jan. 24, at 5:30 p.m. at the school cafeteria. This will be an organizational meeting fro the upcoming season,
along with finalizing the details of the pork shoulder fundraiser.

Mother to Mother to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will
meet Thursday, Jan. 24, at 10:30 a.m. in the meeting room of Calloway Public Library. Refreshments and door prizes will be featured.
Pregnant moms (and dads) are welcome. For information call Kim
Jastremski at 759-4746.

NARFE meeting Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday, Jan. 25, at 12:30 p.m. at Boulders, 1510 Chestnut St., Murray. The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor of
Memorial Baptist Church, will be speaker. Richard Huddleston, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Christian music Thursday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will have its session on Thurs-day,-Jan. 24, from 7--to
pam at -Green Horse Restaurant This
an outreach ministry, sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church,
and the public is invited.

Rebate night Thursday
Calloway County High School Baseball Team will have a rebate
night at Mr. Gatti's Restaurant on Thursday, Jan. 24. Persons are
asked to indicate to the cashier prior to ordering that you are supporting Laker baseball.

Seniors offered free tax help
Two Internal Revenue Service trained representatives of the American Association of Retired Persons will be filing income tax forms
for seniors and low income citizens at Glendale Road Church of
Christ building starting Feb. 5 and continuing through April 9. For
an appointment call 753-3714.

Project Graduation meeting
The parents of the 2002 graduates of Calloway County High School
will have a Project Graduation meeting on Thursday, Jan. 24, at 6
p.m. in the high school cafeteria. "Please make plans to attend," said
Nancy F. Dycus, Project Graduation Coordinator of CCHS.

S.S. representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway Public
Library on Thursday, Jan. 24, from. 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. to help
persons in filing claims.

Burns supper planned
The Caledonian Society of Murray will have its seventh annual
Burns Night supper on Saturday, Feb. 2, at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club house. Reservations are required by calling the society at 753-5225 or 436-5344 or the Murray Tourism Commission at
1-800-651-1603 or 759-2199.

Magazine Club will meet
Magazine Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 24, at 2 p.m. at Dumplin's
with Betty Hornsby as hostess.

Divorce Support Group to meet

Ci2=12151:=1

200 N.4th St. • Murray, 110
759-0146

MHS baseball meeting planned

A Divorce support Group will meet Thursday, Jan. 24, at 7 p.m.
at First Baptist Church. This group will be studying the seminar
booklet, "A Time For Healing" for seven weeks. For more information or to register call the church office, 753-1854, or 753-6938.

Dairy Bowl Team to meet
The Calloway County 4-H Dairy Bowl Team will meet Thursday,
Jan. 24, from 5 to 6:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension
Office. Dairy Bowl Team competes in a quick recall event as well
as a written exam on dairy animals. The team will be beginning their
preparation for the State Dairy Bowl Event on March 14 and 15 at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington. Gary Lawson will be coaching the team. For more information call Lawson at 489-2227 or Ginny
Harper at 753-1452.

IP!
Kathy Gardner, violinilit

Four Seasons

with the Paducah Symph
Ready for a touch of summer to warm up your wintert'
You won't want to miss this concert'

Sat., Jan. 26

or Et rrsom. SPorr

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

'
cj.•

Hear
wedding bells?,.

BrTfläff

"Serving The Best BBQ, Ribs,
Pork & Chicken"
HOURS; Mon.8 Tues. 10 a.m.-6 pm.
Wed - Fri. 10 a.m.-8:30 p.m.•Closed Sat. Sun
Special orders for pick-up by
appointment on weekends

`R3.*

National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet Friday, Jan. 25, at 6 p.m. in the front meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Danny Perry, president,
at 753-0911.

Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Jan. 24, at 7:30 p.m.
in the private dining room No. 1 of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is for parents who have lost a child or young adult through
death. For information call Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or
Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Alm°, KY-.753-1934

753-8282

Federation of Blind to meet

Compassionate Friends to meet

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-B-QUE

Heather is offering an
introductory special of

1600 Dodson Ave.

If you've ever thought about
buying a house, but thought homeownership was out of reach, now
is the time to contact Kentucky
Housing Corporation. You could
qualify for up to $20,000 toward
purchasing a home.
This unique program offers special funds that require no repayment to eligible householdsg borrowers stay in the home for five
years and make their low-interest
house payments on time.
Qualifications include:
•Single - or two- parent household with at least one dependent
child (under 18 years of age).
•Only existing property or completed construction may be purchased. Proposed construe-lion is
not permitted.
•Purchase price of home must
not exceed $90,000.
*Annual gross household income
cannot exceed $23,220 for twoperson household; $29,260 for
three-person household; $35.300
for four-person house,hold; and
$41.340 for five-person household.
•KHC's lower-than-market interest rate, first mortgage loan must
be used with these funds.
The amount of assistance, up
to $20,000, will depend upon need.
\ssistance is limited on a firstcome, first-served basis until funds
are exhausted.
Purchasing a home is typically the largest, single, most important investment most people ever
make and Kentucky Housing Corporation, the state housing finance
agency, has been offering assistance
to home buyers for over 30 years.
Through homeownership education and counseling, closing costs
and down payment assistance, as
well as below-market rate mortgage loans, Kentucky Housing Corporation has helped over 52,000
income-eligible families achieve
homeownership.
For more information on this
assistance or other Kentucky Housing programs, contact Ann
McCarthy at(800)633-8896.extension 291, or by e-mail at amccarthy@kyhousing.org.

LifeHouse Care Center at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray, has scheduled its annual fund-raising walk for Saturday, April 13. The first
informational meeting will be Thursday, Jan. 31, at 6 p.m. at the
LifeHouse Care Center. "We encourage all interested individuals and
groups to attend. Much help is needed with this event," said Dee
Keeling, director, and Teressa Hill, assistant director, of LifeHouse.

caz".:406

University Plaza • Murray • 753-1851

Fortickets:(27(1)444-0065 or(800)738-3727
8 p.m.
Offices 21st & Broadway'in Paducah
14,14181.paducahsy mphony.co m
Tilghman Aud.

SIGNS
All Kinds
Sales & Repair

489-2077
489-2189
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Quilts may be appraised at Paducah Quilt Museum
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Muse- Gerald Roy of New Hampshire
um of the American Quitter's Soci- and Helen Thompson of Lexingety, 215 Jefferson St., Paducah, ton.
invites the public to bring quilts
Throughout this one-day event,
to have them appraised on Satur- the Museum Shop will offer disday, Feb. 23.
counted prices on conservation supDuring the hours of 10 a.m. to plies such as acid-free tissue, acid5 p.m., area residents can have a free storage boxes, and selected
professional oral quilt appraisal for
a fee of $10 per quilt; or for a
fee of $40 per quilt, a written
appraisal may be obtained.
Appraisals include a description of the quilt in terms of patterns, fabrics, techniques, construction and condition; the documenting of information known by
a current owner; and the establishing of an approximate date and
value.
The quilt appraisal is a fundraising event designed to support
the care and conservation of The
MAQS Permanent Collection. Anyone is invited to bring one or two
quilts to have them appraised by
one of the MAQS certified quilt
appraisers who will be on hand:

books related to quilt record-keeping, storage and preservation.
To scheduled an appraisal at a
particular time call 1-270-442-8856.
Each one should allow approximately 30 minutes per quilt appraisal.

The museum is a non-profit
museum located in downtown Paducah and is wheelchair accessible.
Hours are Monday through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sundays (April through October)
from 1 to 5 p.m.

Sale!
Sale! Sale!
Ends Saturday!

r

Jew lite
Cioistian Tookstohe

4Girl Scouts.

WE'VE MOVED'5th & Main • 753-1622
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Sat 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Where Girls Grow Strong..

Mr. and Mrs. Jason Chapman

Coleman-Chapman
wedding vows said

Hurry! Offer ends January 26th!

Kelly Coleman of Olmstead and Jason Chapman ot. Kirksey were
married Saturday, June 2; 2001, at First-Baptist Church, Russeilville. Dr. Randall Neil officiated at the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Coleman of
Olmstead and Ms. Vicki Coleman of Russellville. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Betty Coleman and the late James Coleman of Olmstead and G.C. and Doris McMillen of Russellville.
The groom is the son of Eddie and LaJeanna Chapman of Kirksey. He is the grandson of E.G. and Ruth Chapman of Dexter, Mrs.
Martha Cole of Murray, and Mrs. Mable Paschall and the late James
Paschall of Murray.
The bride wore a white strapless ball gown that featured a heavily crystal beaded bodice with a full tulle skirt that had a chiffon
overlay and a cathedral-length train. Her matching headpiece was a
three-layer veil. She carried a bouquet of fresh pastel roses gathered
together with a tulle bow.
Ashley Kemp of Auburn was maid of honor and Tamra Parker of
Hickman was matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Ginger Harper of
Russellville, Lindsay Branch of Murray, Gwen Meguiar of Madisonville, Marcie Ivey of Mayfield and Suanne Moesch of Milwaukee,
Wis.
..The attendants wore two _piece robin-egg-,blue satin crepe dresses.
the fined sleeveless tops buttoned with pearls down the back and the
skirts were full-;ength ballroom style design. Each carried a nosegay
of white roses and white satin ribbon.
Kendall Scott of Bent Mountain, Va., was flower girl. She wore a
floor length white sleeveless ball gown with a full skirt with chiffon
overlay.
Jason Orr of Lexington and Kasey Clark of Paducah were best
men. Groomsmen were Jimmy Poffenberger of Nashville, Tenn., Chris
Gilliam of Kirksey, Michael Meguiar of Madisonville, Brandon Hayes
of Evansville, Ind., and Christopher Jones of Jacksonville, Fla.
Ushers were Ryan Coleman, brother of the bride, and Jeremy Chapman and Mitch Chapman, both brothers of the groom.
Benjamin Canty of Atlanta, Ga., was ring bearer and Kemper Scott
of Bent Mountain, Va., was bell ringer.
Guest book attendants were Jenna Morgan and Andrea Justice.
A reception followed at the home of G.C. and Doris McMillen,
grandparents of the bride.
The couple spent their honeymoon in the Cayman Islands. They
are now residing in Murray.

Unlimited Nights &
Weekends: a marathon
for vocal chords.

5165 Phone

NOKIA
Phrl,

Unlimited
Nights and
Weekends!
On plans Si 099
starting at I 7
Limited Time Only!

Plus get this
Nokia phone

FREE
New actwation & 2-year serv,ce
agreement required

No rebates.
Instant savings.

304!anew and evstmg customers

::cingular'

CREATIVE ARTS...Beverly Lemon (left ), owner of The
Red Barn, presented a program on "Holiday Decoratin
g
for the Home" at the December meeting of the Creative
Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Teresa
Butler (right) was hostess. The department will meet
Monday, Jan. 28, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house with
Joetta Kelly to present a program on "Scrapbooking."

WilELESS

What do you have to say?"
Call 1-866-CINGULAR or visit www.cingular.com

Cingular tolfireless Stores

MADISON VILLE
Main St

30 N

MURRAY
906A S 12th St

PADUCAH
1733 Kentucky. Ave

Parkway Plaza Mall
401 Madison Sq Ave

NOW OPEN
PADUCAH
5134 Hinklevilie Rd

SPECIAL INVITATION
WORSHIP TEAM featuring
LIVING WATERS PRAISE DANCERS

LExpress Locations

WAL.MART

GMAYFIELD

G BENTON

GMORGANFIELD

PADUCAH
5130 Hinkleville Rd

G MADISONVILLE

0MURRAY

3220 Irvin Cobb Or

()PRINCETON

Hendersonville, TN
will be at

GOSHEN UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

January 27 • 11:00 a.m.
Everyone Is Welcome!

Corporate Sales

270-444-0602

Limited tome offer Sub!eci to credit approve Se,,ce d promotional phone offers require a two-yea i service agreement A connection charge of 11 24s imposed any month in wh.ch a cail a terminated
through the landline network Package minutes and Unl,mted Nights and Weekends matures apply to c alit made cr received within Local calling area Unlimited Nights and Weekends hours are Monday to
Fnday 9pm to 7 am,and all day Saturday and Sunday Calls made and received while roaming outside your Horne Calling Area are subject to applicable roaming charges Offs,cannot be combined with any
othec offer Early temninatbn and IK-ti,
,atio,
"fees per phone/kne apply Airtime and other measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call for billing purposes Unused bonus and
anytrrne mwkrtas are not carried forward to the next billing penod Although service a ayalable at authorized agents, equipment availability and prices may vary Ardent In excess of package minutes is
ch+Ned at$ 1S to $ SO per m,-it, Calls s.blect to Ivies. Wig distance, roaming universal service fees and other charges Opt.onal features may be cancelled after initial term of the se-ace contract Cingulw
does not guarantee uninterrupted service coverage Additional conditions and restrictions apply 02002 Nokia Moty.le Phones. Inc Nok.a. Connecting People. and 1141 3100 series phones are either
trademarks or registered trademarks of the Nok,a Corporation and/or ,ts affikates Cingular Wireless, • What do you have to say" and the graphic .COn are Service Marks Of Cingular Wireless LLC 02002
Ongulaf Wireless LLC All rights reserved

S.Corseee.
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Racers at Morehead State
Thursday,Jan.24• Tip-off 6:30 p.m.(CST]- Morehead,
Morehead State Eagles

OVC
Standings
!Through Jan 211
OVC
Tennessee Tech 5-0
Eastern Illinois
4-1
Tenn -Martin
4-2
Austin Peay
4-2
Morehead St
3-2
Murray State
3-3
Tenn State
2-4
SE Missouri
1-5
E Kentucky
0-6

Head Coach

All Games
12-4
12-8
12-6
9-11
9-7
9-9
6-11
3-14
4-13

2001-02 Record
9-7, 3-2 OVC
2000-01 Record
12-16, 6-10 OVC (7th)
Returning Starters/Loat.
4/1
Lettermen Returning/Lost
8/3
Alma Mater.
Kentucky(1980)
Record At SEMO
46-79(5th year)
Career Record
46-79(5th year)
Assistant Coaches
Wayne Breeden.
David Marshall, Troy Thomas

This Week's Games
Thursday. Jan 24
Tenn -Martin at Eastern Ky.-6.30 p.m.
Austin Peay at Eastern III.-7:10 p.m.
MSU at Morehead St.-7:30 p.m.
Tenn Tech at SEMO-7 p.m.
-4aturday:Jan. 2§
MSU at Eastern Ky.-6:30 p.m.
Austin Peay at SEMO 7- 1 p.m.
Tenn. Tech at Tenn. State -7:30 p.m.
Tenn.-Martin atM'head St. --- 7:30 p.m.

A former University of
Kentucky star, Macy took over the
Morehead State post before the

General Information
Location
Founded
Enrollment
Colors
Conference
Home Arena
President
Athletics Director

Morehead, Ky.
1887
8 300
Blue & Gold
Ohio Valley
EUis T_Johnson(6,500)
Dr. Ronald G. Eaglin
Mike Mincey

1997-98 season. He led the Eagles
to a third-place finish in the OVC
in 1998-99, the highest finish for
the program since the 1994-95

season.
Probable Starters
Murray State Lineup
Ettilacynsts

MSU va. More/wad St.
NAM

The Series
Streak
In Murray
In Morehead
Neutral Site

ill FOCUS

Racers lead 93-46
Racers, W10
Racers lead 50-12
Racers lead 32-30
Racers lead 13-2

Last Year
The Racers won both meetings
between the two teams last season, defeating the Eagles 83-62 at
the Regional Special Events
Center in January and then claiming a 87-76 triumph at Ellis T.
Johnson Arena in February.
During the January game in
Murray, Chris Shumate led the
Racers in scoring with 19 points.
At Morehead, forward Isaac

Spencer riddled the Eagle defense
for 27 points on 12-of-18 shooting from the floor.

QP
18
17
18
18
18

Antione Whelchel (F)
James Singleton (F)
Justin Burdine(G)
Cuthbert Victor (G)
Kevin Paschel (G)

Mlii
584
432
494
473
534

PM
11.4
102
196
9.8
83

RPG

74
9.2
2.8
6.8
20

AN,
2.4
0.9
2.2
2.0
3.5

Qt.
48
65
19
64
11

Qat
86
91
31
58
25

XL

AIL

Stl.

134
156
50
122
36

44
15
39
36
63

27
26
22
28
25

Tot

Aot
13
22
10
100
51

sit

Mk.
9
33
4
27
0

Morehead State Lineup
13045/Unda

Hamm

QE MIL

Kyle Umbarger (F)
liter Lopez(F)
Chez Marks(G)
Marquis Sykes(G)
Ricky Minard(G)

PEG.

16
16
14
16
16

13.9
9.5
9.1
8.2
21.6

454
414
232
505
547

REG.
6.2
6.5
2.7
2.9

7.4

AM.
0.8
1.5
0.7
6.2
32

Ott
27
41
19
10
40

Ricky Minard
Sophomore•Guard•6-4, 191
One of four returning starters for the
Eagles this season, Minard ranks third
in the OVC in scoring at 21.6 points per
game through last weekend's play. He is
lso second in free throw percentage
(.852)and steals per game (2.6), fifth in
rebounds per game (7.4) and sixth in
assists per outing (3.1). Minard garnered OVC Freshman of the Year honors last year after averaging 16.8 ppg.

Ott
72
57
19

36
79

99
98
38
46
119

11
11
11
25
42

atic,

3
2
1
0

Rod Thomas

Last Time Out

Senior • Forward • 6-8, 240

Morehead State: The Eagles hit 65-of-116 field
goal attempts (52.2 percent), including 13-of-31 3pointers (41.9), and 29-of-37 free throws(78.4)in wins
over-Ohio-Dominican and Eastern Kentucky last -week.The two wins put Morehead over the .500 mark.
Morehead is the nation's second-best foul shooting
team, hitting 79.6 percent of its free throws entering last
week's action.

MINARD

Thomas, one of three seniors on this year's MSU squad, has seen
limited action in his two seasons with the Racers, but has provided
quality depth during his sparse minutes this season. Heading into
Thursday's action, Thomas is averaging 1.3 points and 1.2 rebounds
per contest in 10 games. The Monroeville, Ala. native came to Murray
State before the 2000-01 season from Southern Union Junior College,
where he averaged 7.0 ppg. and 6.0 rpg. in helping the Bisons to an
Alabama state championship during the 1998-99 campaign.

kit

lo Levi
2002

V
V

•

February 16, 2002
The Fellowship of Christian Women of

First Baptist Church, Murray, KY

Debbie Morris

invite you to participate in "Listening to Love," a conference to
encourage, equip, and inspire women to become all God created
them to be, with our special guests, Debbie Morris and
Allison Durham Speer. Join us in praise and worship as
God shows us how to Listen to Love.

S'NtetteuDeptia4 S

The Garland's offer this elegant estate situated on 18 acres of beautifully manicured landscaping and 3 acres of
lake front that you can call all you own! Just behind the front door you are greeted within a regal entry foyer with
a grand staircase,roman columns, and a arched entry leading to the living room with dramatic 18ft. ceilings.
Entertain with elegance in the formal dining room. This 4 bedroom 3 1/2 Bath estate offers an exquisite interior
with plenty of warmth and elegance, plus a 76 X 120 heated riding arena, and a well maintained 40 X 60, 6 stall
Barn. This unique estate has every convenience for the discriminating Buyer.

Allison Durham Speer

LISTENING TO LOVE REGISTRATION FORM
Must be postmarked by February 4,2002

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

Phone

E-mail
Conference Fee is $15 - Box Lunch is $8
Total Enclosed $
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: FBC Women's Conference
MAIL TO: Listening to Love Conference, First Baptist Church,203 S. 4th St., Murray, KY 42071

1405 Garland eourt

It's Time To Celebrate
Now Choose 0.0% APR

Financing
\Our wry own 3 acre lake, tuval lor iet skiing

Or Up To

I leated riding arena-0 stall bunt

$29500Cash Back

And Get 100,000 Mile Warranty On

Lanos•Nubira•Leganza
Daewoo of Murray Was Rated #1 For Service & Parts
In The U.S. Among Daewoo Dealers

DAEWOO
of Murray
1102 Chestnut St.• Murray • 759-8100
(across from Wendy's)

If

It mil I'Jury

..‘1.1'
,
RT I klirl 14 WI

PTIV CAMPBELL REALTY
.111

1300 Johnson Blvd. • Murray
(270) 759-8780 • www.bcampbellrealty.com
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Lady Tigers
bomb Ballard
at All 'A'

Estill,
'Cats
down
Auburn

By SCOTT NANNEY
LADY TIGERS 73
AUBURN, Ala. (AP) —
Sports Editor
Ballard Memorial 31
Auburn's in-your-face defense was
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Rechelle e,,
14
23 — 31
5
no match for Marquis Estill.
Cadwell Turner sent a pre-game MUf
58 — 73
25
43
Estill shot 8-of-12 from the
Reed,
Ballard
(343)
—
Cooper
9,
Story.
message to her Murray High Lady
field to tie his season high with
Tigers that emphasized a fast start Carter 9, Berry 3, Allardin, Dulworth, Hyalte 2, Logsdon 2, Parham 2, Rucker 4 FG:
21 points as No. 8 Kentucky overagainst Class A foe Ballard Memo- 13-43. 3-point FG: 1-7 (Cooper 1). FT: 4came an uneven effort to beat the
6.
rial.
Tigers 69-62 on Wednesday night
Consider that message received. Murray (13-4) — Sexton 16, Tripp 13,
Adlich 12, Olive 9, Patterson 6, Anderson,
for its fourth straight win.
The top-seeded Lady Tigers (13- Cross 1, Faughn 4, Hood, Marinoft, Mar"Neither team really got in the
4) blitzed No. 8 Ballard with a tin, Thurman 8, Volp 4, Wagoner. FG: 28groove tonight," Wildcats coach
25-5 first-quarter run and were 54. 3-poInt FG: 2-7 (Sexton 1, Tripp 1).
Tubby Smith said. "We would get
never challenged in cruising to a FT: 15-25.
one thing fixed and then some73-31 pasting of the overmatched to see if the Lady Bombers would
thing else would go wrong for
Lady Bombers during quarterfinal break double digits on the scoreus.
action of the Girls' All 'A' Clas- board before halftime.
"We faced the No. 1 defense
sic First Region Tournament TuesBallard crossed that threshold
in the league. They get in your
day night at Graves County High with just 1:50 left on the clock
face and stay in your face."
School's Eagles' Nest.
on a layup from Dawn Rucker.
It- seemed to hinder everyone
With the victory, Murray-move&--But-the Lady Tigers still led -39on the Kentucky team except EstilL
into Friday's semifinal round, where II and waltzed into the break with
who has made 31 of his last 42
they will take on the winner of a 43-14 edge.
shots over the last eight games.
tonight's Heath-Carlisle County
"I thought we ran the fastbreak
He and Cliff Hawkins (2-of-3)
quarterfinal matchup.
really well," Cadwell Turner noted.
were the only players to hit at
"Our intentions were to set off "If we run the ball like that every
least half their shots.
to a good start, and that's what time, then we're going to be pretwe did," said Cadwell Turner. "I ty successful."
Keith Bogans had 13 points
was proud of our kids. I thought
and Gerald Fitch added 11 for
Murray used the second half
they played extremely well.
the Wildcats (13-4, 3-2 Southas preparation for the remainder
"Twenty-five points in one quar- of the All 'A' Classic, which ends
eastern Conference), who shot just
ter is a lot, no matter who you're with Saturday's 6 p.m. champi8-of-20 from the foul line during
playing."
the final 5:12. Leading scorer
onship game.
Murray suffocated the Lady
Tayshaun Prince was held to nine
During that time,the Lady Tigers
Bombers (3-13) with an aggres- built as much as a 37-point (54—paints, eight below his-- average.
sive pressure defense, scoring 10 (7) third-quarter lead and entered
Marquis Daniels led Auburn (9of the game's first 12 points and the final eight minutes with a 588, 1-5) with 16 points, but scored
barely breaking a sweat in build, 23 cushion.
only one in the second half. He
ing a 21-3 advantage.
The Murray lead reached as
also had 11 rebounds, six assists
The Lady Tigers forced 13 Bal- much as 43 (70-27) on a jumper
and
four
steals.
Marco
lard turnovers in the first 16 min- from Carley Faughn with 2:50 to
Killingsworth added 13 points for
utes of play, converting those into go before the Lady Tigers settled
the Tigers, who have lost 16 of
14 points. Thirteen of MHS' 43 for the 42-point final margin.
the last 17 meetings with the Wildfirst-half points came in transicats.
-We wanted to use the second
tion.
An already thin Auburn team
half to look at some different
Ashley_ Tripp — one of three dcf.eitsive iets and ,iusL_Io_work_
had five players. finish with four
Murray players in double figures on playing together as a team," Cadfouls.
on the night with 13 points --- well Turner said.
"I am not disappointed with
put the Lady Tigers ahead 30-5
our team at all," Auburn coach
SCOTT NANNEYtedger & Times photo
"We don't know who we're
with a 3-pointer just one minute going to play yet, but we need to
TWO-POINT TOSS...Murray High's Ashley Tripp shoots over Ballard Memorial's Emily Story Cliff Ellis said. "We just had a
into the second period. Tripp found use all the time we can to preduring first-half action of the Lady Tigers' 73-31 triumph over the Lady Bombers in the few flurries there where we couldthe basket again four minutes later pare for the rest of this tournan't hit any shots, but this team is
All 'A' Classic.
with a layup in transition as the ment because it's something that's
growing and those same shots will
MHS lead ballooned to 37-7, paving real important to us."
14. The Lady Tigers were 28-ofKayla Cooper and April Carter The Lady Bombers were just 13- be falling soon."
the way for the Murray reserves.
Sherrie Sexton paced MHS with 54 from the floor and hit 15-of- tied for team scoring honors for of-43 from the field while hitting
The Tigers, the SEC's lowestThe only drama left then was 16 points while Paige Adlich added
scoring team, were just 5-of-23
25 free throws.
Ballard with nine points apiece. 4-of-6 foul shot,
from 3-point range as they lost
their third straight conference game,
but Kentucky missed 17 of 33
free throws to. keep Auburn in it.
Auburn started the second half
shooting 2-of-15 with seven
.traight points to gain some breathturnovers, but it still took KenMarshall Co. 67
ing room in the form of a 51tucky
nine minutes to increase its
LAKERS 57
43 edge through three periods.
seven-point halftime lead.
43 — 57
7
29
Calloway Co
After Bynum closed the third
51 — 67
Marshall Co.
23
42
quarter with two free throws.
Calloway (11-6, 1-2) — Barrow, Lamb 6.
McClure 18, Bynum 12, Boggess 3. SexMcClure opened the fourth with
ton 11, Adams 5, Walker 2, N. Jones.
a
pair of charities before the MarFG: 16-50. 3-point FG: 9-31 (McClure 4,
shals regained a 10-point (55-45)
Sexton 3. Bynum 1, Adams 1) FT: 16By MIKE OHSTROM
23. Rebounds: 27.
lead on baskets from Ryan Beck
Staff Writer
Marshall (134, 3-2) — Bryant 3, Beck 5,
and Moss.
Dunn 18, Holder 12, Cary 13. Moss 11,
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. -- A
However. CCHS mustered yet
Walker 5, Marsh. FG: 21-36. 3-point FG:
32-14 run put Calloway County
7-11 (Gary 3, Holder 3. Dunn 1). FT: 18another surge as Boggess drained
back in reach of Marshall Coun31. Rebounds: 34.
one foul shot and Bynum two
ty in Fourth District action TuesMeanwhile, as Bynum was held before Bynum scored on a drive
day at Reed Conder Memorial
scoreless until his 3-pointer fell in the lane and Sexton nailed a
ST. LOUIS (AP) — CardiGymnasium, but a seven-point first
through at the 5:28 mark of the 3-pointer to cut the gap to 57manager Tony La Russa
nals
quarter proved all too costly for
second quarter, the trip of Cary. 53 with 1:50 left.
Tuesday to a three-year
agreed
the Lakers.
Marshall
seven
Despite
Dunn and Holder sparked Marcontract
to remain with St.
Blake Cary scored 11 of his
shall to leads of 12-2 and 18-5. turnovers down the stretch. the
Louis.
13 points in the opening period
Cary opened the contest with Laker comeback stalled as the
Although La Russa's previwhile Jeff Dunn had 18, Jimmie
a triple just seconds after the visitors made just 3-of-16 field
ous
deal expired after last seaLee Holder 12 and Hunter Moss
opening tip and knocked down goals in the final period, missed
he said in October he
son,
11 as the host Marshals (13-6,
two more from downtown, includ- six free throws and had a potenwould
be back for seventh
3-2) avenged a 67-59 loss at
ing a trey with two seconds left tial basket taken away by a charge
year.
CCHS Jan. 11 with a 67-57 vicin the first frame for a 23-7 mar- call against Jay Boggess.
"I really don't look at three
tory.
Cary's assist to Moss for a layup
gin.
La Russa said Tuesyears,"
Mitchell McClure scored 18
"We expected a junk defense, at 1:27 stemmed the Calloway tide.
during a banquet
night
day
points, Jimmy Bynum 12 and
but we were hesitant for some and after Moss and Sexton
Cardinals' 1982
reuniting
the
Todd Sexton 11 for the Lakers,
reason and our defense was ter- swapped free throws, Stephen
team.
championship
but Marshall dropped Calloway
Walker and Moss out-pointed Sexrible," Birdsong said.
at
doing a good
"I
look
(11-6) to 1-2 in district play by
"Our offensive design was ton 4-1 at the foul line for a 64where at the
job
to
enough
making 21-of-36 field goals,
based on penetration, but we went 55 score with 38.8 seconds to
the year everyone's
end
of
go.
including 7-of-11 from 3-point
sideways instead of going to the
happy."
Bynum sliced his way to the
range.
basket."
La Russa, 57, led the Car"We told the kids that (MarBynum's first score of the night basket for a layup six ticks later,
dinals
to the postseason in 1996,
shall) wasn't going to be the
snapped the Lakers out of their but two Holder foul shots and
and last season, when
2000
same team we saw 10 days ago,"
funk, though, as McClure fol- one charity from Beck put the
Louis
went 93-69 and got
St.
said Laker head coach Terry Bird
lowed with a pair of 3-pointers game on ice.
berth before loswild-card
a
"It's always the little things
song, whose squad trailed 31-7
and Sexton and Terry Adams each
Arizona
in the first
to
ing
3-2
on Holder's four-point play with
added one long-range strike before that get you, like free-throw shootand 2000, he
19%
round.
In
5:44 left in the second quarter.
McClure closed the gap to 42- ing," Birdsong said.
led St. Louis to the NL cham"We just waited too long to
"They had something to prove
29 at the half on a trey with
pionship series.
executed
and
they
get
in
gear,
five seconds remaining.
and so did we, but we didn't
"We're gonna have to go a
Another three from Sexton, and made shots."
make any shots or get any offenMIKE OHS T HUM/Ledger S l[mPS PrIOIC
farther in the playoffs
little
The Lakers return to action
baskets
from
sive rebounds.
WITHIN REACH...Calloway County's Jimmy Bynum (11) hack-to-back
we have the last few
than
ChristMcClure and a Bynum free throw Tuesday when ,they host
"Give them credit — their backs looks to corral this loose ball as Marshall County's Stephen
said La Russa, who
years,"
trimmed the deficit to 45-39 with ian Fellowship' at 7:30 p.m. at
were against the wall, but if we
Cardinals to backguided
the
Walker (30) defends on the play.
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
4:06 to go in the third quarter.
had played the first quarter like
seasons for the
to-back,
90-win
The game will count as two
But Calloway was spent after
the other three, it might've been ton three, but the Lakers attempt
50 shooting from the floor via
and 1968.
1967
time
since
first
different," he added.
dd 31 shots from long distance. just six assists while the Mar- its rally to within six, and while games in the Fourth District standthere, but I
get
nice
to
"It's
Calloway sank nine 3-pointers
A triangle-and-two on McClure shals enjoyed a 34-27 rebound- the Lakers tried to find their sec-. ings but as one game in each
hope our mission is to get
ond wind, Marshall ran off four team's overall record.
as McClure netted four and Sex- and Bynum led to CCHS' I6-of- ing advantage.
there and go farther."

Early deficit dooms Lakers at MCHS

• CCHS rally
falls short in
67-57 loss to
rival Marshals

La Russa
gets new
contract
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Dial's 21 not enough as Lady !Akers fall

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
DRAFFEN V ILLE, Ky.
—
Shaineka Dial's career night of 21
points and eight rebounds on 10of-13 shooting helped keep the
Calloway County Lady Lakers within striking distance of Marshall
County Tuesday at Reed Conder
Memorial Gymnasium.
But Kristin Reeves matched Dial
with 21 points on 10-13 shooting
and Beth Babb added 11 points
as the Lady Marshals (13-1 2-1)
held CCHS to six first-quarter points
en route to a 53-42 win.
The 11-point victory put Marshall in the catbird seat in the
Fourth 'District race as Calloway
(10-8)fell to 1-2 in the league standings. Murray (13-4, 1- I ) hosts the
Lady: .Lakers Feb. I before visiting Marshall Feb. 8.
"This region is too wide-open
for us to be out of the race, but
our kids have to realize that we're
one of the top five teams if we
play up to our potential," said CCHS
head coach Scott Siv ills. "Our team
doesn't want to be content with
being average. but we're making
the same mistakes over and over
again."
The offensive struggles for Calloway, now 0-6 when its opponent scores 50 points or more.
continued Tuesday.
After canning.six 3-pointers and
17-of-48 field goals while holding _
-The
ats to lts---of6i- shooting in a 46-45 win -- capped
by Dials putback in the final sec-

Marshall County 53
LADY LAKERS 42

Calk,Kay

o
cl
-i
—
42
Marshall Co
11
32
41 — 53
Calloway (10-8, 1-2) — Ragsdale 9 Dial
21. Williams, Prescott 4, Stonecipher 3,
Taylor 2, Ross 3. White Rogers Chadwick FG: 18-51 3-point FG: 4-14 (Ragsdale 3, Stonecipher 1). FT: 2-3 Rebounds:
28
Marshall (13-3, 2-1) — Reeves 21, Bailey
2. Babb 11, Morton 6. Fields 6, Fralocx 5,
Ray 2 FG: 22-40. 3-point FG: 1-5 (Morton 1) FT: 8-13. Rebounds: 23.

onds — Dec. 4. at Massac County (III.),.CCHS has made just seven
triples in the two district meetings.
While the Lady Lakers were
18-of-51 from the floor and 4-of=•
14 from tong range at Marshall,
the home team — l8-of-34 in a
50-34 win Jan. 11. at Calloway —
sank 22-of-40 shots and sent CCHS
to the free-throw line just three
times Tuesday.
Four early points from Reeves
and a 3-pointer from Kala Morton propelled the Lady Marshals
to a 9-2 lead before consecutive
stickbacks by Dial made it 11-6
at the end of the first quarter.
A Dial feed to Katie Ross made
it a three-point margin before Ross
returned the favor and Dial scored
once more on a pass from Kelly
Taylor to match baskets from Morton and Reeves.
Whitney: Ragsdale then drained
one of her three 3-pointers and
-1(arce-StoneL
I -snapped the-net
from behind the arc to put the
Lady Lakers on top 18-17 at the .
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NATIONAL BASKETBALL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct.
GB
New Jersey
28
13 683
Boston
24
16 600
35
Orlando
22
21
512
7
Philadelphia r
.20
21
488
8
Washington
19
20 4.87
8
New York
14
25 359
13
Miami
14
26 350 135
Central Division
W
L Pct.
GB
Milwaukee
26
14 650
Toronto
24
18 571
3
Indiana
22
21
512
55
Detroit
19
20 487 65
Charlotte
19
21
475
7
Atlanta
14
27 342 125
Cleveland
13
28 317 135
Chicago
8
33 195 185
Tuesday's Games
Miami. 92. Chicago 79
Orlando 100 Atlanta 86
Phoenix 92. Milwaukee 81
Philadelphia 91. Washington 84
Dallas 113, HouSton 107
New Jersey 92, San Antonio 86
Denver 107, LA. takers 91
Portland 116 Sacramento 1 10 OT

ASSOCIATION
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
L Pct.
GB
•-•
30
10 750
—
Da1-4
30
12 `.714
1
San A- .27
12 .692
2.5
Utah
22
19 .537 8.5
Dense,
13
28 31, 17.5
Houston
13
29 310
18
12
28 300
18
Pacific Division
W
L Pct.
GB
Sacra,ner-t
,
31
10 756
—
LA Lakers
28
10 737
1.5
Seattle
21
19 525
9.5
Phoenai
21
20 512
10
Portand
21
20 512
10
LA. ckperers
21
21
500 105
Goicen State
13
27 325 17.5

Today's Games
Indiana at Boston. 6 p
Seattle at Charlotte, 6 pm
Minnesota at Detroit 6 30 p m.
New York at Toronto, 7 p m
San Antonio at Utah, 8 pm
Memphis at Golden State. 930 pm.
L.A Lakers at LA Clippers, 930 p.m.

5:08 mark of the second quarter.
Back-to-back buckets from
Reeves were followed by Dial's
three-point play at 3:25, making
it a 21-21 contest.
But when Dial left with two
fouls after converting the tying
foul shot, the Lady Marshal took
advantage with an .11-0 run to
close the first half ahead 32-21.
Reeves, a 6-0 forward, capped
a 14-point second quarter on 7of-8 shooting with six points in
the surge.
"When you allow a player of
(Reeves') caliber to get that many
quality, high-percentage shots,
she'll capitalize on that," Sivills
said. "We let her loose too many
times in the first half, and it's
hard to beat a good team when
you do that.
"The second quarter killed us."
After Ragsdale knocked down
a trey to open the second half,
Kristen Bailey matched Dial's four
third-period points to keep Marshall on top 41-31.
But Dial led a charge with a
putback and another score off a
dish from Ragsdale, and Felisha
Prescott's steal and layup cut the
Calloway gap to 41-37 with 5412
to go.
"Shameka was very active(Tuesday), and this was her best game
of the season," Sivills said. "She's
started to, read things better, and
she really got into the -floW T:If.' the
game.",
However, baskets from Babb
and Reeves sandwiched a Stephanie

NEW YORK (AP) — Mike
Tyson might have jeopardized a
fight that took years to make with
one left hand that whizzed past
the face of Lennox Lewis.
After Tyson threw the punch
Tuesday to start a melee that
forced promoters to cancel the press
conference announcing the April
6 fight, the bout faces an uncertain future.
So does Tyson. and not only
because he must explain to Nevada boxing authorities next week
why he went after Lewis. Tyson
also learned on Tuesday that Las
Vegas police think there is credence to reports he raped a woman
there.
Police have forwarded the case
to the district attorney's office to
see if it will be prosecuted. Meanwhile, Tyson will try to get his
boxing license so he can fight Lewis
in a bout that could pay him $20
million.
Asked if the melee put the
fight in jeopardy, Tyson's adviser, Shelly Finkel, said, "It didn't

Fri.. Sat. & Sun. January 25th to 27th
Regional Special Events Center
Hwy. 121 Bypass • Murray, KY

5 30 p m
7 00 p m

Maps GPS & Precision Fishing with Pat Hahs
Crappie Fishing with Jerry Madpin

Saturday, January 26th
11 00 a m Maps. GPS & Precision Fishing with Pat Hahs
12 30 p m Crappie Fishing with Jerry Maupin
2:00 p m Bass Fishing on Kentucky Lake with Bobby Gray
3:30 p m Crappie Fishing with .Jerry Maup,r,

ADMISSION
Adults S4.00
Children (up to 12) FREE

MIKE OHSTROM,Ledger & Times photo

FILLING THE LANE...Calloway County's Kacee Stonecipher (3) penetrates
the Marshall
County defense during the Lady Lakers' 53-42 loss Tuesday in Draffenv
ille.
Fields free throw. After Dial found bucket with 1:37 left
Lady Lakers' final points of the
the mart again via a Prescott assist
Ragsdale courie9Pll from down- night
-for a.46.-39 deririt with 153 remain-. town to_ slice
Lady. Marshal
Calloway will return to_ action
ing, Babb made it 51-39 on a cushion to 51-42 with 1:11 to play, Monday at 8 p.m.
versus Hopthree-point play at 2:04 and a but the 3-pointer proved to be the kinsville at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.

help."
Gary Shaw, chief operating officer of Main Events, the American
promoter for the champion from
Britain, suggested that Tyson's
actions might mean he didn't want
to fight Lewis.
"I was wondering whether this
was Mike Tyson's way of backing out of the fight of his life,"
said Shaw, who said he himself
was punched both in the front and
back of the head.
Also injured in the scuffle was
World Boxing Council president
Jose Sulaiman, who was treated
at a hospital for a concussion after
being pushed and falling on a
table.
Tyson himself was cut on his

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — The
Murray State rifle team finished
in second place in the James
Newkirk Invitational over the weekend.. The Racers shot on Saturday, and the match was completed on Sunday.
Host Tennessee Tech won the
match with a team aggregate score
of 6207. Murray State was second at 6147, while Tennessee-Martin was third at 6117.
MSU fired a match-best 1557
in air rifle to go with a 4590 in
smallbore competition, while Tech

50% Off All Stock 50% Off
Sports Nutrition
Enzymatic Products
Nature's Plus

LOTS OF FREE
PARKING

Vitamin & Herbs
Diet Products
All Groceries

Next to Faye's Custom Embroidery

II

FIREARMS SAFETY & SERVICE
Professio

0
11242

nal Gun Repair
102 Parklane • Benton, KY 42023

IP

(270) 527-5007
BUY - SELL - TRADE
,ome in and see our fantastic selection of vintage military
rifles
ncluding the famous MI Garand, Austrian, Swedish and Steyr
Mausers, Finnish Nagants and the unique Egyptian Hakeem

North American Battery Co.
Newton Outdoor Power Equipment

Aqua Clean
Blue & Gray Marine
Brandon Auto World
Camp-A-Rama
Darnell Marine
Happy Holiday Travel
Hardmoney Boatworks
Harrison's Sport Shop
Kentuckiana Yacht Sales
Newton's Outdoor Equipment
Skippers
The Boat Shop
Town & Country Motorsports
Plus many, many more'

For More Information
Call 270-492-6477
or 270-762-5577

won the match with a 4653 smallbore score, the best in the match,
and a 1554 in air rifle. TennesseeMartin fired a 4607 in smallbore
and a 1510 in air rifle.
Murray State was led by sophomore Morgan Hicks, who shot
an 1161 in smallbore and a 392
in air rifle for an aggregate score
of 1553.
Freshman Crystal Dove shot an
1150 in smallbore and a 390 in
air rifle for an aggregate of 1540,
while freshman Robert Purdy fired
an 129 in smallbore and a 387 in
air rifle for'an aggregate of 1516.
Senior Jill Livesay Wheeldon

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

Sunday, January 27th
12,30 p m Crappie Fishing with Jerry Maupin
2'00 p.m. Bass Fishing on Kentucky Lake with Bobby Gray
3.30 p.m. Maps, GPS & Precision Fishing with Pat Hahs

Snooter's Bait Co.
Froggy 103
Murray Calloway Chamber
Gritzly Jigs
Mid South Tackle
Hummingbird Vinyl Graphics
Jack's Tackle
K & B Jigs
Pampered Chef
Kentucky Hydro Grafx
Gold by the Inch
Amidon Coast CDs
Coast Guard Auxiliary
Kentucky Fish & Wildlife
Crowell Pools
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We also feature dye best selection of quality handgun in the
area.
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RUSSIAN

AMMO SALE

7.62 x 3.9
Russian Manufacturer
facketed Hollow Point
Non-Corrosive
960 Rounds per Case

$8499
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MSU rifle second at meet

Saturday, January 26th
500 p m
Bass Fishing on Kentucky Lake with Bobby Gray
6:30 p.m Maps. GPS & Precision Fishkng with Pat Hahs

Marshall Co. lourism/Chamber
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forehead alter he came at Lewis although it wasn't clear if Tyson
and threw a punch that triggered connected. Lewis threw an overthe melee.
hand right that apparently glanced
Reports that Tyson bit Lewis off the top of Tyson's head and
on the leg could not be confirmed left a cut at his hairline.
despite phone calls to Lewis' proThe two fighters then rolled
moter and public relations staff.
briefly on the stage, which sudThe news conference began denly was filled with jumping,
when Tyson. wearing' all black, falling bodies and flying fists.
including a leather hat, was introAfter things quieted down,Tyson
duced first. He strode onstage at walked to the front of the stage,
the Hudson Theater and then stared and thrust his arms in the air in
in the direction of *here Lewis - - triumph, then grabbed his crotch.
was supposed to appear. When the
Someone shouted, "Put him in
champion walked out, Tyson quick- a straitjacket." Tyson then gesly walked toward him.
tured at the man and cursed him.
A Lewis bodyguard pushed
Tyson left the theater without
Tyson and then touched him again. answering questions. Instead, he
Tyson threw a left hook and a strolled around the block and
Lewis bodyguard went down, stopped to sign autographs.

306 N 12th Street Murray, Ky

VISIT ALL OUR SHOW VENDORS
Murray Sewing
McKinney Insurance
Cingular Wireless
Fisbtale Lodge
Mid South Hunting .& Fishing News
Home 8c Garden Party
ADT Security.
Heskett Chiropractic
Keeper Products
Bullfrog Campground
KY Lake Productions
Ken Oak Resort
Tripp's Boat Docks
Comfort Zone
Tupperware
Home Interior
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Apple Blossom Health Food

4:00 to 9:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
12:00 to 6:00 p.m.
_}

FREE SEMINARS
Maps. GPS & Precision Fishing
Crappie Fishing • Bass Fishing On Kentucky Lake
Friday, January 25th
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Tyson-Lewis fight at press
conference jeopardizes bout

18th Annual West Kentucky
Boat EL Outdoor show

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

Km
retai
and
PIYI

Fil
KEL TEC M -P11
9mm 10 Shot
Semi-Automatic

$21900

shot an 1150 in smallbore, while
senior J.T. Hearn shot a 388 in
air rifle.
Hicks tied TTU's Daniel Crews
with the best individual air rifle
score of 392. Crews also fired a
match-best 1171 in smallbore to
take the top aggregate score of
1563.
Murray State will take part in
the Ohio Valley Conference Championships Thursday at Martin,
Tenn., before hosting the annual
Roger Withrow Invitational Friday through Sunday at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
The OVC Championships will
he completed on Sunday.

SportsBriefs
The Eastwood Christian Academy
boys' basketball team returned home
Tuesday to post a 61-45 victory over
Community Christian of Paducah. The
Warriors improved to 8-6 on the year
after dropping the visitors to 8-4.
Justin West guided ECA to the 16point win with 24 points and 12 rebounds
while Sean Ramsey tallied 17 points,
eight assists, four steals and two
rebounds.
Eastwood also received six points,
four assists and two steals from Erik
Ramsey. five points and nine rebounds
from Daniel Polichette, four points, five
rebounds, three steals and two assists
from Kris Andrus and five points from
Aaron Herndon.
The Warriors' home game with Camden (Tenn.) Friday was canceled, but
ECA will host Mayfield Northside Tuesday at 6 p.m.
BENTON, Ky. — The eighth -grade
girls' basketball team from Murray Middle School fell to Benton 39-23 Tuesday night.
Jordan Houston led the Jr Lady
Tigers (3-11) with six points while Kate
Duncan, Peggy Ray and Haley Thomason each scored four. Ann Richardson and Blair Lane added two points
apiece while Mallory Cunningham
dropped in one.
Murray returns to the court on
Thursday at 6 p.m at crosstown rival
Calloway County
The Calloway County High School
baseball team will have a rebate night
Thursday at Mr. Gatti's Restaurant in
order to participate, indicate to cashier
prior to ordering that you are supporting Laker baseball
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Kmart customers, analysts react to store's bankruptcy
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP)
— Larry Guydon remembers when
Kmart was premiere discount
retailer in town, long before Target
and Wal-Mart stores began multiplying across America.
But stiff competition in the
increasingly cutthroat retail environment caused Kmart to lose its
foothold on the sector and slip into
bankruptcy.
"I figured it's the new stores
doing it to them, like Wal-Mart and
Target," said Guydon, a 48-year-old
machine operator from Grand
Rapids and longtime Kmart customer. "More competition. There
wasn't that much competition when
Kmart started."
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky burley growers sold
929,000 pounds of leaf on
Tuesday for $1.8 million, an average __of_ $194.25 .per. hundredweight, according to the FederalSlate-Market NeWS Seriice.-- The average is down $2.43
from the previous sales on
Thursday.
Carrollton growers received
$195.92 per hundredweight for
their leaf, the highest price of the
day among the four markets
reporting sales. Carrollton sales
totaled 239,997 pounds for
$470,210.
The lowest price, $191.24, was
in Morehead, where farmers sold
95,295 pounds for $182,241.
Kentucky's total for Tuesday
was 929,731 pounds selling for
$1,806,030.

With the bankruptcy tiling on
Tuesday, Troy, Mich.-based Kmart
Corp. becomes the nation's largest
retailer to seek shelter from creditors under Chapter I 1. The company, which has about 275,000
employees, said it hopes to emerge
from bankruptcy in 2003. The company may have to close many of its
underperforming stores.
While acknowledging the need
for drastic store closings, Bert
Flickinger III, managing director of
Reach Marketing. a consulting
firm, fears that Kmart will run the
risk of further losing its customers
to competitors during its retrenchment period. Target is expected to
open at least 100 stores, while Wal-

Mart plans to open at least 600
stores over the next two years, he
said. That number could now be
accelerated, he said.
"Its competitors will be closing
in to try to capture as much Kmart
business • as possible," Flickinger
said.
Kmart grew the fastest among
the Big Three retailers, and by 1976
had 1,206 stores. Wal-Mart had 153
stores and Target 52 at that time.
Wal-Mart Stores Inc., the
world's largest retailer, has successfully carved out a niche as the lowest-price operator, while No. 2
Target Corp. has built a reputation
as a chic purveyor of fishion and
home furnishings. Kmart has tried

to stay competitive by joining in
powerful licensed partnerships with
Martha Stewart, Walt Disney and
Sesame Street, but analysts believe
the strategy still lacks clarity.
"I think it will be extremely difficult to pull out of this," said Kevin
Murphy, a research director of retail
operations at Gartner G2,a research
firm. "Just cutting back on unprofitable stores isn't going to save the
company. They continue to be
pressed by the expansion of Target
and Wal-Mart. In order to compete
going forward, they need to find
some point of focus."
Frequent Kmart customer Jim
Hudson says he knows what the
nation's third-largest discount

Hospital receives new health care system '
Special to the Ledger
In a continued effort to provide
the newest in the area of technology, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has recently purchased a
new healthcare information system (HIS) from
Medical
Information Technology, Inc.
(MEDITECH).
Based in Boston, MEDITECH
has been the leader in healthcare
information systems technology
since 1969. It has installed inforpitals and healthcare enterprises
worldwide.
The recent purchase includes a
series of acute care, long-term care
and clinical and financial applications in a Microsoft Windows
2000 Client/Server environment.
A new data center was constructed
to hold the new purchase.
Upgrades were also performed
to the hospital's telecommunications and data networks to allow
for more users, greater speed and
storage capacity.
"The new information system
will allow physicians, nurses and

your
United
States senator to
as-k for six more
years to serve
y o u , "
McConnell
said.
He
was
accompanied by
his wife, Elaine
Chao, who is
McConnell
secretary of the
Labor
Department in President Bush's
administration. McConnell declined
to answer questions Tuesday morning about his record or re-election.
McConnell has engineered a
revival of the Republican Party in
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PEPPERS DODGE
Whatever Your Truck Need - Big or
Small - Peppers has a Truck That Can
Carry the Load!!

2002 Dodge Dakota Sport
NEW EQUIPMENT ... Zach Cothran, PC specialist; Lattie
Sullivan, network administrator and Andy Adams, Director of
Information Services are standing in front of the new
MEDITECH information system. This newly-installed system
will help to improve patient care at MCCH.
other caregivers to track patient
information better, and will
improve scheduling of appointments for patients," said Andy
Adams, Director of Information

Systems.
The new system will take a year
to implement, but will improve
clinical applications and create
ease for patients and doctors alike

Kentucky, where it now holds five of
six congressional seats and an
unprecedented majority in the state Senate. He also is the immediate past
chairman of the Republican senatori-

al campaign committee, which suffered the defeats in the 2000 elections that eventually led to the loss of
control of <that body to the
Democrats.
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V-6, auto., A/C,
PS/PB,
AM/FM/Cassette,
T/C, floor mats, fog
lamps, 40/20/40
cloth seats, carpet

_
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MSRP $18.515

Sale Price

$i5 995*
5

2002 Dodge 1500 ST
V-6, 5 speed, A/C,
PS/PB, AM/FM
cassette, sliding back
glass, chrome
.
(wheels, bumper,
grill), carpet, 40/20/40
cloth seat
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Rare Treasures
922 S. 12th • Bel-Air Shopping ('tr.
Hrs: NI-5 9-6 & Sun. 1-6
(Mr. Postman)
753-8400

Plan assigns
tobacco
grower quota
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
proposal crafted Tuesday by agriculture commissioners and representatives from tobacco-producing
states would give growers more
rights in raising tobacco.
State
Agriculture
Commissioner Billy Ray Smith -said the proposal is the basis for
the development of federal legislation.
"The plan, if enacted, would put
the production of burley and fluecured tobacco where it belongs —
in the hands of the producers,"
Smith said. "This would eliminate
the cost of leasing quota, which
would make U.S. tobacco more
competitive in the world market
and also would give' growers the
opportunity to increase profits."
Smith said the proposal would
also compensate current quota
owners and growers who want to
leave the tobacco business.
Quota is the federally granted
permission to grow a certain
amount of tobacco.
The federal program asks cigarette companies each year how
much tobacco they expect to buy.
then adjusts quota levels to make
sure farmers don't produce more
than that.
Under the plan crafted Tuesday
in Louisville, current quota owners
would be compensated for their
quota over a five-year period.
Payments would be based on
the pounds of burley and fluecured tobacco that were grown
between the 1998 and 2001 seasons. Quota owners would be compensated based on average production between 1997 and 1999.

Wis., wasn't surprised by the bankruptcy news.
"It's pretty junky in there," said
Schottler, who was at one of the
two Kmart stores in nearby
Wausau, Wis. "I don't shop here
that often. Once in a while when
they have a special, I come and a lot
of times when they put things on
sae, they only have one or two of
them."
Near St. Louis, supermarket
butcher Robert Cason scrambled to
his local Big Kmart — perhaps prematurely — to see if the bankruptcy filing meant instant bargains.
"I want to see if there are any
specials. Maybe I'm early," said
Cason. 59.

TRUCKVILLE

Sen. McConnell files for fourth term
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, who has a
track re-cad as one of the most partisan of senators, sounded distinctly
nonpartisan Tuesday during his official re-election announcement.
McConnell is seeking a fourth
term, which would tie him with former U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford as the
longest-serving
senator
from
Kentucky. And it would make him
the longest-serving Republican senator from Kentucky.
But in remarks prepared for delivery at the state Capitol where he filed
his re-election papers, McConnell
downplayed politics.
"I stand here today not as a
Republican or a Democrat, but as

retailer must do if it hopes to successfully emerge from bankruptcy.
"Kmart needs to keep their
prices lower than all the rest of the
stores," Hudson, 42, said Tuesday
as he headed to his car in the parking lot of a Big Kmart in
Cutlerville, a Grand Rapids suburb.
As teacher Deborah Street headed into a Kmart store, she said she
was unaware of the retailer's financial woes until hearing a radio
report a few hours earlier. But she
was aware that Kmart had closed an
underperforming store in nearby
Walker in 2000. It was one of _72
U.S. stores in 28 states the company shuttered that year.
Norita Schottler of Rothschild,

We Now Offer A
Bridal Registry and
Baby Shower Registry
•Vitaspa "Pape'
*Claire Burke
'Boyd's Bears *Mardi
'Sisters in Spirit 'Crystal
•Leannin Tree •Arbonne Intl.

$i6 995*

MSRP $18,965

Sale Price

5

2002 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT
V-I3 auto., NC, P/VV,
P/L, T/C, cassette,
fog lamps, 40/20/40,
cloth seat, alum.
wheels

4
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Certified
196 sician
osistant
Jonathan Greene,PA-C

.71 Board Certified Physician Assistant,
Jonathan Greene, MT(ASCP)PA-C, will be
assisting Dr. Ahmadi with hospital rounds
and the medical management and follow-up
of hematology and oncology patients.
Originally from Mayfield,and now residing in Murray.Jonathan earned
his bachelor's of
science degree in Medical Technology from Murray State University in
1998. He earned
his Physician Assistant training in 2001 from Southern Illinois Universit
y in Carbondale,
Illinois.
Board Certified as a Physician Assistant,Jonathan is also ACLS Certified
,a member of
the American Academy ofPhysician Assistants,and a memberofthe
Society ofClinical
Pathologists.

MSRP $25,920

Certified Physician Assistant
Murray Oncology Associates
Regional Cancer Center
204 South 9th Street Suite A
Murray. KY 42071
270-759-4199

1

Sale Price

2002 Dodge 2500 Quad SLT
Cummins diesel, auto..
A/C, PNV, P/L, T/C, CD.
tow pack, camper spei
col, travel convenience
group, anti spin cliff.,
-/---- -sliding back glass.
'
remote keyless entry,
power seat, fog lamps
MSRP $34,250

Sale Price

r

CT2038

$29 995*
5

2002 Dodge 3500 Quad SLT
N.D. Cummins diesel, 6
speed. A/C. PAN, PI,
T/C, tow pack, camper Nei
special, anti spin diff., ii.... sliding glass, remote
..___
keyless entry, power
seat, fog lamps
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CT2145

MSRP $35.280

Sale Price

$30

986*

9

'Taxes extra, rebates deducted.

Toschedule an appointment,call 270-7594199.

Jonathan Greene,PA-C

986*

$21

"Whatever it Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company,"
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Community mobilization
key for Calloway board
EDITOR'S NOTE—This is the
fifth in a series of articles written by
the Kentucky Agency for Substance
Abuse Policy(KY-ASAP)to inform
Kentucky on the efforts to address
alcohol, tobacco and other drug
abuse and to spotlight some of the
initial 43 counties that have been
designated KY-ASAP Local Boards.

knows to be true.
The Kentucky Agency for
Substance Abuse Policy has laid out
a process for Local Board designation that is designed to empower
communities to take ownership for
reducing alcohol, tobacco and other
drug (ATOD) abuse within their
spheres of influence.
This process includes conducting
Vehicle crashes involving alco- a needs and resource assessment,
hol, tobacco or other drug (ATOD) recruiting members for the Local
use claims hundreds of lives in Board and finally the creation and
Kentucky every year. Drivers using implementation of an ATOD prevenalcohol were involved in 6,163 tion and treatment strategic plan.
crashes that resulted in 278 deaths Once this process has been successand 4,471 injuries. Drivers using fully completed, the community is
drugs were involved in 406 crashes designated as a KY-ASAP Local
resulting in 13 deaths and 327 Board and moves forward in the
injuries.
implementation of its strategic
Alcohol, tobacco and other drug plans.
abuse continue to increase that earlier methods of addressing this issue
KY-ASAP Calloway
require a new course. This new
County Local Board
course was charted by the 2000
The KY-ASAP Calloway County
Kentucky General Assembly with Local Board knows just how importhe enactment of the Kentucky tant making its own decisions is in
Agency for Substance Abuse Policy the effort to reduce alcohol, tobacco
(KY-ASAP).
and other drug use and abuse.
The Kentucky Agency for
Donna Herndon of the KY-ASAP
Substance Abuse Policy (KY- Calloway County Local Board
ASAP) establishes a ground-break- asserts that communities making
ing framework which bridges the decisions for themselves is the only
gaps often found among the agen- way an effort like KY-ASAP can
cies- and community groups that succeed. No one-knows the commu__who_live
drug issues.
there, who have children and grandKY-ASAP seeks to create a children living there and who have a
Commonwealth of healthy commu- great deal at stake.
nities free of the abuse of alcohol,
Problems and consequences of
tobacco and other drugs and related alcohol, tobacco and other drugs can
consequences by promoting the be found throughout the community.
implementation of comprehensive, And, while there are several key
research-based state and county projects all working from different
strategies.
directions towards the same goal of
KY-ASAP bridges the gap by reducing alcohol, tobacco and other
linking communities to each other drugs, there has not been an effort
through KY-ASAP Local Boards, as that has successfully mobilized the
well as to the state through a collab- entire community.
orative effort to reduce alcohol,
Herndon acknowledges that there
tobacco and drug abuse and related has always been a concern about
consequences.
alcohol, tobacco and other drug use
Through this partnership, local in the community but that for a numcommunities make decisions about ber of years projects were done in a
alcohol, tobacco and other drug scattershot approach.
issues for themselves with the supLittle had been done to make
port and assistance from KY-ASAP. these projects work in a coordinated
KY-ASAP empowers communities and more effective manner until
to better coordinate local alcohol, now. KY-ASAP has invested in
tobacco and other drug prevention Calloway County thereby giving the
_
and treatment decisions.
community the opportunity to mobiKY-ASAP also equips communi- lize all of the efforts currently in
ties to fill the gaps both within their place.
local communities and statewide.
Herndon says that we cannot
Communities Facing
expect someone else to be as conTough Issues and
cerned about our community as we
Responding Accordingly
are. We must take charge of the
Imagine how difficult it must be issues affecting our lives and we
to fit a square peg in a round hole. must deal with them.
This is the problem faced by many
Communities taking charge of
communities when trying to imple- reducing alcohol, tobacco and other
ment a program or strategy original- drugs (ATOD) is one of the crucial
ly designed for a community that has elements to building a bridge to span
a different set of needs and resources the gaps that exist in the prevention
than its own.
and treatment of alcohol, tobacco
Just as fitting a square peg into a and other drug (ATOD) use and
round hole is not an effective use of abuse. KY-ASAP invests in local
energy, so is trying to implement a communities so that they will be
program designed with the needs able to create and implement
a
and resources not present in a com- strategic plan that is created
by,
munity. What is effective and pro- focused on and implemented by
a
ductive is for a community to make local community.
decisions for itself based on what it
Empowering the communities to

Long-term park plan,
Playhouse discussed
By KRISTY HOPPER
Staff Writer
During Monday's meeting of the
Murray-Calloway County Park
Board, members were provided with
an update from its Long-Range
Planning Committee concerning
some ideas flagged as high priority
within the next five years.
According to Sandra Parks, the
committee met last week with a
national consultant who assisted
them as they reviewed accomplishments from the past five years and
created ideas as to what could or
ishould be done to the parks.
Some of the accomplishments the
committee believes have been made
through the last five years include
facility improvements such as pavilion renovations and soccer field and
basketball court upgrades; additions
within the park, such as ball field
lights and a BMX track; and community. events such as the Ice Cream
Festival and baseball and softball
tournaments.
Some of the ideas brought to the
table during the meeting that were
categorized as high priority included
developing a master plan for the
park; build and develop a system of
walking and biking trails connecting
the parks to Murray State
University, the downtown area and
other areas; strengthen the nature
and wildlife component of the park;
and develop a program for promoting the park as an investment and
community resource.

In other business, the board
approved a Community Theater
Contract, which concerns an agreement between the park department
and members of Playhouse in the
Park. According to board member
Ed Davis, the contract is a three-year
lease agreement between the park
and playhouse for $100 rent a month
in addition to other details concerning the building and use of the building.
Although the playhouse initially
asked for a 20-year contract, Davis
said members. of the park department suggested a three year contract
instead because it didn't want to be
caught with a contract for $100 a
month.
In the contract, the playhouse
also wanted the department to be
responsible for carrying full insurance. According to Davis, the park is
asking the playhouse to carry general/liability insurance and provide
proof of insurance to the park.
Although the park and the playhouse will share in the cost of property insurance, the park department
has no insurance that will cover anything that is inside the playhouse.
According to Davis. either the
park department or the playhouse
can end the contract as long as 180
days prior notice has been given
After board members approved
the contract, Davis said it would be
taken to Playhouse officials for further recommendations.

Call Today To See About Home Delivery Of Murray and
Calloway County's Local Source For News

lead the effort
enables both
KY-ASAP and
the KY-ASAP
Local Boards
to fulfill the
vision of a
healthy
Commonwealth through
the reduction
of
alcohol,
Herndon
tobacco and
other drug abuse.
From experience, Kentucky
knows that one-size does not fit all,
we must adapt to the needs of the
communities that only they can tell
us. KY-ASAP begins right where the
community is.
The effort to reduce the abuse of
alcohol, tobacco and other drugs as
well as the related consequences
depends on the local community.
This is what makes the KYASAP effort unique; communities
deciding for themselves on how best
to address their needs and how best
to utilize their resources in the most
efficient way to meet those needs.

We're Celebrating
Your Success!
with
The Murray Ledger & Times'
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Whether your business is nearly 150 years old or even if you're just
getting started, you can be a part of this section applauding the success
ofour business community through the years.

Call Mary Ann,Janet, Wende or Slone
To Place Your $25 Ad Today!

753-1916

t?-431/1/ElliPS
Prices Good Jan. 23
thru Jan. 29

Food Market
7410t 940d ?Oa

9oeue 7oart

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:00-7:00

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors.

Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S Choice New York

Ground Beef

Strip Steak
-SA89

3-4 Lb

99!

Spare
Ribs

1

$ 89
Lb

‘1, Lb

Grade A Split
flnari Chicken Air-Chillec

114 Sliced Into Chops

Pork loin
1 79

Fryer Breast
79
1
BBQ Sauce
69'

Country Fresh

Reg & Quick

2% Milk

Quaker Oats

gal. $

1 99

18 oz

Kellogg's Raisin Bran

/Nabisco Premium Saltine

Cereal
25 oz

Crackers
79
Lb $ 1

2/$500 1

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Cat. Free Coke

2/$300

,

2 Liter

99c

Prairie Farms
1/2 gal $

09

Red Gold Asst Variety

Tomatoes
14-15 oz. 2/99c
(\-/ •<
ACPAIEw L
Owens Best
Store Baked In

‘
10 Ea

Ky. Gold Smoked
Asst. Variety

Lb

Field
Premium Cut

Cheese Turkey host

Roast Beef

$299

$299

$489

cs

$499

Red Gold Reg & No Salt

Tomato Juice
46 oz

1

69'

Quaker Asst. Variety

$ 1 59

Instant Grits

12 oz

Lb.

Crispix Cereal

12 oz

2/$500

Northern

$399

Bath Tissue

12 rolls

APPAWCW/W=
RAM
.

Sara Lee
Corned Beet

Baked Ham Pecan Pie Brisket
$4199 $A29
$489
Amish Long Horn
Baby Swiss

24 pk

Kellogg's Frosted Mini Wheats 20 oz. or

Skim Milk

Owen's Best
Honey

"Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite

Bananas

Large Head
California

Natures Finest
Garden

leffuce

Salad

99
3 99'

19

Lips

Red or White
Seedless

Large
Stalk

Grapes Celery
$ 1 99

69'

1 Lb
r,

3

Lorge Head

Broccoli
$ 1 19

41
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Classifieds
www.murrayledger.com

mealy
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested tu check the first iserluri

of

their ads for any error

Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.00 Column Inch, 60r't Discount 2nd Run,
- 40% Discount 3rd Run.
AU 3 Ads AILla Run Within 6 Da v Period ,
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping

Guide)
LINE AI)S
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for Shopper Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guldei$2.60 extra for blind box ad.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
010
Legal Notice

010
Legal Notice

010

Legal Notice

010
Legal Notice

010
Legal Notice

010
Legal Notice

010

Legal Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

UNION PLANTERS BANK, N.A.,

FIRST UNION SALE TO TRUST II,

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE

PLAINTIFF

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

By virtue or a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 19, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
February 11, 2002, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
A tract of land situated in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky, being a part of the Southeast Quarter of Section 27,
and a part of the Northeast Quarter of Section 34, Thwnship 2,
Range 6 East, and being part of the Joe E. Baker Tract GIR2365-F as shown by TVA Acquisition Map 10N53, and being further described as follows:
Commencing at a 1/2" diameter rebar found at the Section corner between the Northeast Quarter of Section 34, and the
Southeast Quarter of Section 27, an angle point in the Dean
Dowdy Janowski property;
Thence, with said Janowski's West property line, north 2 deg.
00'00" east 362.25' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the southeast
corner of the tract described herein, and the point of'beginning;
Thence, from said point of beginning and severing the lands of
McCraw Lumber and generally following a gravel road (the new
Concord-Pine Bluff Road), the following distances and bearings;
- - -- South 72 deg. 54'41" west passing through a railroad spike set
in the centerline of the Kirby Jennings Trail at 28.11'for a distance of 1202.35' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set;
South 55 deg. 52'22" west 750.12'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set,
South 49 deg. 42' 10" west 394.57' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set
in the east line of the Billy and J.T. Osburn property;
Thence, with Osburn's east line north 9 deg. 52' 08" east
1778.32'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the centerline of the Old
Murray-Pine Bluff Road;
Thence, with the centerline of said road the following calls:

ESTATE OF HAROLD FOLWELL,
CHRLSTINE FOLVVELL,INDIVIDUALLY AND AS
- EXECUTRIX OF THE ESTATE OF HAROLD FOLWELL,
UNKNOWN HEIRS,IF ANY, OF HAROLD FOLWELL,
UNKNOWN SPOUSES OF UNKNOWN HEIRS,IF ANY,
OF HAROLD FOLWELL, MURRAY CALLOWAY
COUNTY HOSPITAL,CITIZENS BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY OF PADUCAH,
DEFENDANTS

Dated this 15th day of January, 2002.

An election will be held Friday, January 25. 2002.
4:00 p.m. at the Murray Board of Education. Carter
Administration Building. .208 South 13th Street,
Murray, KY. The purpose of this election is to select
a minority parent member to serve on the
Superintendent Search Screening Committee and to
report to the Board of Education. Pursuant to KRS
160.352, this person is terbe elected by the parents of
the students of the school district.

ANNUAL PERM SALE

29.02

Otter good thru 1/31 /02

I Bring in this ad for 10% OFF
Ion haircare products w/perm.
I

• Specialty Wrap. Higher • Long Hair Slightly Higher

).=> Family Haircare <=.<

This tract contains 53.9875 acres, but is subject however to any
rights-of-way which may be of record for the Kirby Jennings
Trail, the Old Murray-Pine Bluff Road, and the Old New
Concord-Pine Bluff Road.

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

Call 753-1916

Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
Charge for LI It
.
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISENIENT
No

Trash ft,

SELL Itjf
SOX tui sofa
*.-c'rriCa nevi none
- -i3upteCassites
Duyeis and seers ase 01111
;:asvers moo
sortecre w!tree .!
KLII eve erste sitia

LED(;ER&Tilif.,
12701 753-1916

PICTURE

9.00

EACH

(no more than two per picture
and no more than 12 zrords

To:
Nonna,
Grandaddy,
Mamaw &
Papaw

LOVELINE

'60
. 0

EACH
(no more than 21) words)

Daddy,
Happy
Valentine's Day.
I Love You
Very Much!

ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Love,
Braden

For the return of picture you must send
a self-addressed stamped envelope.

Love,
Madison

Deadlinefor receipt ofPhotos & Love Lines is Noon, Wed., Feb. 6th.

rill
LEDGER&IMES
11-

Classifieds
Office Open

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Put Your Special Valentine's Day Picture & Message
Or Love Line In The Paper Feb. 14, 2002.

Thence, with the west line of said Janowski,south 2 deg. 00'00"
west 987.81'to the point of beginning.

Dated this 8th day of January 2002.

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

,Y1 .iccerpcak7 to(
(Re/nen/kr.
Wapig(fIt;itthe's

Thence, with Janowski's south line, south 83 deg. 18' 43" east
446.20'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the south edge of the Old
Murray-Pine Bluff Road, on the east side of the Kirby Jennings
Trail;

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days,the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from -the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, butthe property shall be sold subject to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.

LOST in Martin's Chapel
area. a Walker coon
hound, belonging to 91
year old father. Call 7591693.

STEVE VIDMER

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Thence, leaving said road and with said Madisonville Log and
Lumber property line north 7 deg. 58' 19" east 61.60'to an iron
pipe found, a corner of the Dean Dowdy Janowski property;

Said property is subject to the restrictions as set forth in Deed
Book 73, Page 273, and Deed Book 73, Page 597, as hereinafter
set out.

Lost and Found

5t1b Suite C N. 12th St. (located helund Subs',ay
Oh inpic Plaia.11forray • 753-0542

North 86 deg. 44' 17" east 150.83' to 1 1/2" diameter rebar set.
the southeast corner of the Madisonville Log and Lumber property;

Being the same real property conveyed to Jacob John "Jack"
Jakaub, and wife, Vicki Lynn Jakaub, by McCraw Lumber Co.,
Inc., by deed dated March 29, 1995, of record in Book 213, Page
148, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.

753-1916

NOTICE OF ELECTION:

North 84 deg. 09'02" east 443.48'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set;
North 75 deg. 05' 10" east 783.77'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set;

U-haul off
Murray
Ledger.&
Times

TO: ALL PARENTS OF THE STUDENTS OF THE
MURRAY CITY SCHOOLS

Beginning at a rock on the west side of Murray and Aurora
Road at the southeast corner of Lot No.6;thence North with the _
west side of said road 4 poles to the point of beginning; thence
East bearing North 8 deg. 31-1/2 poles to the section line and to
a rock thereon; thence South with the section line 20-1/3 poles
to a point; thence West bearing South 8 deg. 31-1/2 poles to a
point on the west side of Murray and Aurora Road; thence
North with the west side ofsaid road 20-1/3 poles to the point of
beginning, containing 4 acres, more or less.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 90 days with
the purchaser to have the. privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 90 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent of the purchase price on the date of sale, and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder ofthe purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
paid, and fully due and payable in ninety (90) days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes
shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject
to the 2002 ad valorem taxes.

FREE
PALLETS

Notice

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 27, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
Monday. February II, 2002. at the hour of 10:00 a.m.. c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:

Being the same property conveyed to Harold David Folwell by
need dated September 18, 1997, and recorded in Deed Book-268,
Page 343, also by deed dated March 12, 1993, and recorded in
- Deed- BOOR -188,Trage 421),. in the Office of the -Clerk of the - —
Calloway County Court of Calloway County, Kentucky.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

All stored items in storage units 17, 130 & 157
at Key Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121
South, Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned and if all charges for storage units 17,
130 & 157 are not paid in full on or before
February 10, 2002, Key Mini-Warehouses will
have legal possession of all items stored in
units 17, 130 & 157. A sale date for said items
stored in storage units 17. 130 & 157 will be
posted at a later time.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-CI-00117

PLAINTIFF

JACOB JAKAUB,
VICKI JAKAUB,
AND COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

NOTICE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.01-C1-00.3135

MURRAY

0

Attn: Classified Advertising Department
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1916

Find The Best Deals ....In The Classifieds!
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DAY time warehouse help
PEOPLE PLUS INC
wanted full time & part is accepting applications
time Must be able to lift for Experienced Tax Preheavy objects Pack mer- parers, Client Sales Repchandise and willing to resentitive, Industrial Manwork hard Apply at the tenance Tech GED reTropics Too Sales and quired Call 251-3111
Service 901 Coldwater
Rd Mon-Fri 8pm-8am located behind Tropics Tanning Salon

Thank you to all the people who have
expressed sadness and sympathy at the
passing of William L.(Bill) Pinkston.
who died Jan. 12, 2002. Bill - didn't
seem to want a big fuss made over his

At the small service on Jan. 13. his
sons, William E. Pinkston of Paducah,
Robert A. Pinkston of Frankfort. and
James R. Pinkston of Lexington. gave a most
moving and loving remembrance of him.- Anita
Pinkston, wife of William E.. said prayers. and Lee Pinkston of
Paducah. mother of Bills sons, read scripture.
Many. ,people. including my daughters, loved him because of and in
spite .of his one-of-a7kind personality:: One of them -penned a great
poem that seem to say it well. I want to share it with everyone out there
who remembers the "Billy' P.-

Billy P
7erra Barnett Marquette

Ole Buddy Bear 1 can still see you there.
Your wild hair Sticking straight in the air.
Whether at the bar
Or your favorite kitchen chair
A trail of smoke rose in the air.
Cigarette in hand You took you stand.
On right from wrong You stood strong.
You listened, too. But retained your views.
You laughed. you cried, You roared, you sighed.
Friend to all. You stood tall!
Waitresses and janitors miss your smile so friendly.
Judges and congressmen no longer need he leery
Of four-page letters callinitheir Mat
lo the wrongdoers.of the world you were always rough!
But to the children of the world and to your lovely flowers.
There was time for tender love, never too few hours:
Who could not love you, dear Billy P'?
To us you were a celebrity!
A giant dropped from the sky to live in our midst.
A legend among men for us to glimpse.
You were a teacher, patriot, fan of CK.
True to yourself, you did it your way!
You were Santa out of costume. The class clown out of class.
Thu were Mark Twain weaving stories
,On the pages that would last
minds, you see. Forever you will always be
and
our hearts
to many folks, but this one thing is true:
things
many
were
friend than what I had in you!
finer
a
know
never
I'll
In loving memory from his wife, Sarah "I3- Pinkston, and stepdaughters, Peggy Barnett Reese, Geneva. Illinois. Terra Barnett Marquette,
Castle Rock, Colorado, and Mary Barnett Chimes, Dickinson, Texas.
The family that preceded Bill in death included two young sons,
Thomas Lee Pinkston, John David Pinkston, a brother, Erwin J.
Pinkston, his parents, Ruth Purnell & William Lee Pinkston Sr.. a
niece. Nancy Jo Pinkston.
Among the schools where Bill taught were his alma matter Iowa
'Ins ersity. Iowa City. Iowa where he earned his Masters & did some
of his Doctoral work„Augustana College, Sioux Falls, SD, University
it South Dakota in Vermillion. Ball St. University at Muncie. IN. and
malls Murray State University from 1965 to 1985.

Card of Thanks
e---'

l

The ffa hill.N. of
Adam R. Thompson
wishes- to thank everyone who
was there in our deepest time
/ )/ .10/T011'. Words don't always.
helps. Ina your ptv.sence did.
Thank .‘.011,
Rebecca Thompson

13io-iitisc1c4y

Happy
30th
Birthday

DAFFY
DUCK!
060

060
lielp Wanted

Pimp Wanted

ARE you really serious
COMMUNICATION
SUPERVISOR
about working from home
Full-time. benefits Two
If so call 1-888-217-5277
years of college, three
years experience in teleCASHIER/CUSTOMER
communication§ or similar
position required Must be
SERVICE CLERK
Full-time benefits High at least twenty-one years
school graduate or equiva- old, no criminal record with
of pending crimlent One year register ex- disclosure
inal court action Computer
perience required. preferaskills required, Microsoft
bly NCR systems Micro- Word/Access preferred
computer skills required. Two-week state training
MS Office preferred Ex- required, if not certified.
cellent public relations Training expenses paid.
skills Hours dependent on Keyboarding test required.
Bookstore schedule Sal- Salary $10.54 per hour
ary $6 87 hourly Apply at See
www.rnurraystatQ.edu/in Human Resources. Murray
dir/h rbobrpt.him. Apply at
404
University.
State
Human Resources. Murray
Sparks Hall. Murray, KY State University Sparks
42071-3312 Women/mi- Hall, Murray. KY 42071norities encouraged to ap- 3312 Women/Minorities
ply EEO. M/FID.AA em- encouraged to apply
EEO, M/F/D, AA employer
ployer

MEDICAL HELP WANTED
Marshall County Hospital,
Surgery Department. currently has available 2 parttime positions, RN and OR
Tech, days with call rotation, call (270)527-4875

$1,000 SIGN-ON BONUS

passing, thus requiring us to deal with
his death in ways as unique as his life.

Card of(Thanks I

Help Wanted

NetThrted

Thank You

b.\

060

Ubu

c7tirci of riiea ics

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry-level
truck drivers No experience necessary Earn
$700+ per week plus benefits No CDL? No Problem! CDL training is now
available in your area
1-800-242-7364
Drivers:.
Is Your New Year's
Resolution To
MAKE MORE MONEY!!
WE CAN HELP!
Our 2 WK. Training
PRogram Now Enrollomgil
Call Mindy
For Information:
1-800-995-5832
3360 Park Ave.,
Paducah, KY
CDL Holders Call:
1-800-958-2353
DRIVERS
MAKE 2002
YOUR YEAR!!
CDL Training Now
Available
Call 1-800-958-2353
5751 Briar Hill Rd
• Lexington, KY
HANDYMAN NEEDED
4-36-g933
436-6033 Evens
LAWN & GARDEN MERAND
CHANDISER
MERCH. COORD. KY-TNSeasonal- PT-FT.
VA
Some weekend hrs reg.
Wrk w/national retailer caring for flower product disstart at
plays. Merch
$7.00. Coord. at $8.00
859-988-6500.
NEEDED enthusiastic person for sales Sales experiences a plus Good pay
& benefits Send resume
or apply in person at 811
N 12th St or fax 7679080
PC Tech basic trouble
shooting and network skills
required. Must be professional, customer originate.
A + Cert. desired.
519-1862
WANTED for busy medical
office RN or LPN for full
time position salary competitive Must be dedicated
to providing quality healthcare and working as a
team to achieve this goal.
Good benefits and hours
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040-T Murray, Ky. 42071

RESTAURANT
MANAGER NEEDED
Successful applicant will need to be
able to control labor cost, food cost,
service times and food quality.
Compensation will depend on experience and qualifications. Must be able to
work anytime. Apply in person at Sonic
.of Murray. 217 S. 12th St. and ask for
Richard. No phone calls please.
PARK FOREMAN
Duties and responsibilities involve daily
operations and maintenance procedures,
administrative functions, turf management,
budget management. and staff supervision.
Qualification: bachelor's degree in Parks
and Recreation or Facility Management;
equivalent combination of experience and
education may be substituted. CDL,
Certified Leisure Professional, and Aquatic
Facility Operator certifications preferred.
This position requires outstanding verbal
and written communication skills, and thorough knowledge of technology and trends
relating to a comprehensive parks system
and facilities. Three years experience in
management
facilities
and
grounds
required. Salary up to $23,000. Excellent
benefits package. Deadline for applications
,January 31. 2002. Send resume, cover letter,
and references to: Murray-Calloway County
Parks. 900 Payne St., Murray,KY 42071.

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
CLERICAL ADMINISTRATOR
A multi-faceted position in a professional environment for someone who enjoys the responsibilities of independent and self-motivated work
activities. Duties to include secretarial. computerized bookkeeping. appointment scheduling
and establishing direct relationships with the
public.
JOB BENEFITS
-Variable 36 hour week with most Fridays off
-Starting wage of $10.50/hour
-Full, company paid. Pension & Profit Sharing
Plan
-Medical/Dental Reimbursement Plan
-Clothing allowance
-Paid sick leave with reimbursement for time not
used
Paid vacation and 7-1/2 holidays/year
Send your complete resume with references to
Clerical Administrator
Box 429
Murray, KY 42071

Full-time RN or LPN 7 p.m.-7 a.m.
Competitive salary based on experience.
Excellent working conditions.
Apply in person at:
Mills Manor
500 Beck Lane, Mayfield, KY 42066
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
247-7890
RESIDENTIAL COORDINATOR for COMmunity-based residential program for developmentally disabled adults. Requirements:
Bachelors Degree in Social Services Field
or Three Years Experience providing services to individuals with developmental disabilities - prefer previous supervisory
experience - must have valid KY driver's
license - must have reliable transportation - must have computer knowledge must have a positive and professional attitude. Our company offers opportunity for
advancement, excellent benefits including paid training, 401(k), medical/dental
insurance, paid holidays, paid time off
leave. Please send resume to Community
Alternatives of Kentucky, P.O. Box 39, 6145
Symsonia Highway, Symsonia KY 42082.
ATTN: Human Resource .E0E/M/F/D/V
Deadline: Wednesday...1./30/02.

RNs & LPN'S
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
Registered Nurses and LPN's. Available schedules
for both 8 and I2-hour shifts. Positions available in
Med/Surg. Psych, float pool. CCU and ER.
Excellent benefits and salary based on experience
and sign on bonus available for RN's. Interested
candidates should send resume or apply in person.

Local Church Has Opening For
If interested, job descriptions are
available at
111 North 5th Street, or
call 753-3824
Restaurant crew members needed for all positions for all shifts. Apply
in person at sonic drive
In. 217 S. 12th St. no
ehone calls please.
RWLPN
Our Long Term Care facility is currently seeking
nursing professionals for a
full time 2p-10p position.
Also available is a weekend option position 6p-6a
Saturday.
CNA'S
We are currently seeking
certified nurse aides for full
time positions on 2p-10p
shift We are also going to
offer to send people to
CNA class. Green Acres
will pay for the class and
pay for your time while you
are there Anyone interested may apply at Green
Acres Health Care.
All of the above full time
position include the following benefits; health, dental
vision, and life insurance.
paid vacation and holidays
and 401K retirement plan
Green Acres Health Care
402 West Farthing St..
Mayfield, KY 42066
Phone (207) 247-6477
Fax (270)247-0712
THE Bull Pen Steaks &
Spirits Now Hiring experienced servers. busboys.
and dishwashers, all shifts.
Apply in person, 2-4pm,
110 S. 5th St.
Local established
business has
opening for

Equal Opportunit, Employer

RECEPTIONIST

Positions available as Residential Providers for
residential program for

developmentally disabled adults. Our company
offers various shifts, opportunity for advancement, excellent' benefits including paid 40+
hours of training, 401(k). medical/dental insurance, paid holidays, vacation/sick leave. The
starting wage is S7.00 per hour. Please apply at
Community Alternatives of Kentucky'. 6145

position
High school degree
required Must
possess excellent
phone and people
skills.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-M
Murray, KY 42071

Domestic & Childcare

Symsonia Highway, Symsonia. KY 42082. No
Phone calls - Please. FOE/WE/WV

Materials Coordinator
Responsible for all activities involving the movement and control of material into or out of this satellite manufacturing facility. This is a staff level position reporting to the plant manager. Experience and
qualifications should include:
-Good communication
skills

-Receiving
-Shipping
-Computer systems

-Good organizational
skills

-Inventory Management

-Problem solving skills

-Personnel Management
Send resume and salary' requirements to:
Jake!, Inc.
Attention: Mike Morris
700 North Fourth Street
Murray.la 42071

FIREWOOD for sale
$25 00 per rick
Call 492-8714
Also tree
I- IHEWOOD
service 436-2562

Part-Time Youth Director

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242

community-based

Fimmsd
FIREWOOD $35
Delivered 437-4718

A-1 cleaning . House and
office. Call 759-9553
NEED babysitter in my
home for Monday. Wednesday, & Friday. 7am3.30pm for 5 mo. old & 7
year old. References a
must. 759-2367.
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802
WILL do office and house
cleaning. 753-1016.

EVENING CARE
Preschool
Primary Program
Murray State University.
Monday through
Thursday
4:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Open to students. faculi).
staff and community.
Take children ages 2-8

16X80 93 Mobile Home
with two porches Must be
489:
moved. $14,000
Want to Buy
2054
1989 14x80 mobile home
ANTIQUES
Must be moved $9,800
Old toys, advertising
753-0179 270
items, antique furniture
2BR 1 Bath Mobile Home
and primitives
on 1 acre lot with storage
We buy 1 or all!
building Call 753-4980
Call 753-3633 ask
FOR sale a 1988 Fair Visfor Larry
ta, 14x72 mobile home,
BABY crib in good condi- with carport and storage
tion 753-6915 762-1425. building on a 6 tenth acre
CASH paid for
wooded lot at 1211 Lynn
good, used guns.
Lawson Road, Murray, Ky.
Benson Sporting Goods, Approximately 5.1 miles
519 S. 12th, Murray.
northwest of Murray off
ELECTRIC base board Hwy. 121. Priced at
heaters, frost free refriger- $28,000 or best offer.
ators, electric stoves, good For more information
used carpeting and air call 270-767-2265
conditioners 753-4109.
extension 386.
JUNK cars & truck
HM & Sons Mobile Home
753-0467
Mover. 20yrs. experience.
Leave message
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illi150
nois 437-3939.
Articles
LOOKING for a new
For Sale
home? Take a look at
Sunshine's fine line of
FOR RENT
homes. You will see a difShowcase Space inside
Home
Charlie's Antique Mall at ference. Arrowhead
79NHwy
Inc.-3124
Sales.
for
cubic/ft.
Hazel. Get 42
or toll
$1.00'per/day We'sell for Paris, TN. 641-6900
free 1-877-754-6900.
you. 270-492-8175
RELIANCE HOMES INC.
FOR Sale: Yarn for knitting
Double wide 3bedroom set
machines, rugs, and so
delivery, with a/c concrete
forth. Many colors. Fiber,
footers, electric/water/sewcotton, wool. silk Call 435er, connections. underpin4380
ning, side by side ref.with
MACHINE quilting
ice maker in door just
size
reg
$31.50
$262 per month call (270)
Murray Sewing Center
767-9442
759-8400
MOVING Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Oak entertainment center,
handcrafted 65"x67" glass
side doors TV opening 14X60 Foot 2br mobile
37" wide wi adjustable home near Ky lake $250.
height. $900 Baldwin Pia- mo plus utilities. 270-759no S575. OBO, 4- Acustic 3269 after 5pm.
speakers- 700 series, 150 2BR Rent to own 14x70
watt. $100. each.
Coleman RE 759-4118
752-0166
NICE 2br, Mobile home
STORAGE Buildings built No pets -53-9866
on site. Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877
Business Rentals
THINKING about getting a
Dish Network satellite system? Think FREE call OFFICE Building for rent
Beasley Antenna & Satel- or lease, 4,500 s.f under
lite for details or ask about oof. 753-9562
100 channels for only
$9.00 a month for one
year. 877-455-0901
VITAMASTER 1700 tread-, 1 bedroom apt Clean
mill with cushion, deck, in- Stove, ref rig , dishwasher
cline, mileage, pulse, calo- and W/D $325 No pets
ries. $150 759-2288 days 436-5268
140

Vernon's Pawn Shop
DELL & GATEWAY COMPUTERS
Used 30 days
Retail S1.700

$595

NOW

WITH FREE PRINTER
Some computers starting at $100 & up
(27" Televisions

'150.00
New &

I Nintendo 64

and up

Guns &

JEWELRY

$10 per night
dinner included

VILLAGES

YOUTH

www.youth%illages.org
Are you searching for a place to work where you can make
an impact - not only on the organitation but also on the
lives of youth, families and even-the-community You can
make a difference by joining us in our mission of helping
children and families live successfully. With the help of
each employee, we are able to help over 5000 people get
treatment each year. We offer 100'4 tuition reimbursement
& numerous opportunities for training & advancement.
Home Based Open House-In Union City at the
Hampton Inn at 2201 West Reelfoot Ave. Union City,
TN 38261 on Thursday. January 24th from 5:30 p.m.7:00 p.m. Check our wehsite twww.youthilLges.orz
for a map & more details or call Connie or Sara at
1-731-287-9355 for more information or to RSVP.
Home Based Counselors-Dyersburg Job Code NWT 1000
•Provides counseling and case management to children and
their families in the home and in the community.
*Interventions focus on the family, school. peers. & community.
•Masters preferred in the mental health held. bachelor's
w/exp considered.
*Also hiring for other locations including At,. MS. TX &
I I other cities in TN
Send your resume, job code, cover sheet & email
address to:
.1ttn: Sara White
1365 Flowering Dogwood Lane Suite
Dyersburg. Tennessee 38024
Ph. 731-287-9355
Fax 731-285-8926
Email sara whiteqqouthvillages.org
Employees must be at least 21 years of age and have an
acceptable motor vehicle record.
EOE

1...otlitell at
Ruby Simpson Child
Development Center
On Campus

762-3899
100
Business
Opportunity
HOMEWORKERS
Needed
$635 weekly processing
mail Easy' No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs

Want to Buy
S

,

1

t.1NI,.1

111

n

e

,prrin
In

ledgercom

and up
On Sale! No Reasonable Oiler Relused,

Monday-Saturday 9 30-7 30 • Sunday 1-6

713 SOUTH 12TH • MURRAY • 753-711 3
160
Home Furnishings
5 Drawer chest maple full
bed Htckroy Chair love
seat, student desk, miscellaneous 435-4605
NEW shipment of living
room suites, recliners &
bedding. All at great savings! Carraway Furniture
105 N 3rd. 753-1502.

CRAFTSMAN lawn tractor
$1,200 0E10 753-9590
Farm Equipment
1997 7810 J.D. Tractor
890 hr Dual & weights, al
the extras. Call (270)492
8192

WANTED STANDING
TIMBER LARGE OR
SMALL ACREAGE
436-5700
436-5727
753-2533

1 Block from MSU,
1 bedroom $250 month
1650 Ryan-West
753-2649
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
182 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished.
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR Apartment, available
Dec 1st Close to campus.
No pets 753-5980
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444

McKeel Equipment
Co., Inc.

MDM COMPUTERS
A.- Certified Technician
.
On site servicp
759.3556
140

Knives on
Special}

VCR s24.95
All Other Merchandise

KELLERS

Ifl

%1

up to 50% OFF
New- 10°0 Tra0e-In

Computers

COMPUTER PLACE.
t_gW&Qmputer5 $799_ up_
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
1p m -5p m
Sun
Visa/ Mastercard

'39.95

Used

Serving The Community Since 1934

YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR...
CASE VH
T,acto,s A Eqtapmen,
BUSH HOG
Mowers & Box Blades
INGERSOLL
I awn & Garden
MAYRATH
au9ers
RHINO
MOWN'S

KUHN
Tiler%
Equip
GREAT PLAINS
GREAT BEND
No Till Drills
Front End Loaders
LEVY
KUBOTA
Hay Equip-ow
Trio's
are A Gacleo
PETTIBONE
PANORAMA
Hi-Lilt
Loaders
Hay Equipment
WOODS
UNVERFERTH
Zero Turn MOW.",
Tmape Fou,on,ero

CASE

COnclr,linn

(270)753-3062• 503 Walnut St.• 1-800-852-9736
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For Reet
Services Offered

Murray Ledger & Times
Fair Housing Act Notice

011•110

eziesevestars

All real estate advertised herein is subject to
the Federal Fair Housing Act, which makes
it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation
or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national
origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale,
rental or advertising of real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law.
We will not knowingly accept any advertising
for real estate which is in violation of the law.
All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity.basis. For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA
Counsel Rene P. Milam,(703)648- l000.
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR Apt. Deluxe furnished. No pets. $265. plus
deposit. 436-6105.
1BR Apt. Near MSU,
appliances furnished, C/H/A
$275. 753-4181 or
489-2181.
1BR with garage on wooded lot; 320 near University.
Deposit and references required. 559-8410.
18k., 1 block from campus, water, sewer, trash
furnished. 753-9841 or
853-2218.
1BR., Univer, Hgts. Stove,
refrig. W/D OW lease no
pets. $325/mo. M -f 8-5
753-4937.
2BR. clean, quiet, central
H/A, W/D hookup. No
pets. Ref., dep.. required.
492-8634

2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
,

parking. extremely nice.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR., edge of town, washer & dryer. $335.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
3 & 4br,apts. avail Diuguid
Drive. Coleman RE 759
4118.
3BR, 2 bath Apt, downstairs. $400 a month.
489-2296.
APT for rent. 3br, appliances furnished, C/H/A, near
MSU $400. month. 7594696
CONDOPLEX 3br , 2 bath
Available January 5,2002
$700/mo
Deposit required
753-0834

4BR 2 bath house. 602
Olive Call Murcal Realty.
753-4444
*4-5 bedroom. 2 bath
house at 206 4th Street,
Hazel
*3 bedroom, 1 bath house
on Mt. Pleasant Road,
Puryear.
Call 731-498-8312 after
6pm. References plus 1
month rent as deposit.
SOUTH of Hazel, Tennessee 3br, 2 bath $375 per
month rent plus deposit
lease, references
492-8526
Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

HOUSE for sale. 1312
Larkspur Dr Campbell Estates Subdivision 3BR, 2
bath 2-car garage 2.244
sq ft living, city utilities,
abundance of storage,
custom shelving, professionally landscaped, excellent neighborhood Call
753-9317
NEW 28R, 2 bath 2 car
garage, in town Lots of
amenities 753-9841
or
853-2218
THINKING about building
a new home? Why not
consider a new Sunshine
home for about 1/2 the
price? 7/12 or 5/12 roof
pitches available on most
models. Come by and see
for yourself. Arrowhead
Home Sales, Inc.-3124
Hwy
79N-Paris,
TN.
6416900 or toll free 1-877
754 6900

WE Buy Houses.
We take over payments
Any price or Condition
270-534-4500
www CPIhomebuyers corn

*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

David's Cleaning
Services

Roofing Metal

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

J•k
tan* Brother's

Ve$
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Moving Co.

Loi

270-753-1916

MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.. Murray

.Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

OAKS ESTATES
Call 753-0621
470
Used Trucks

1996 Yamaha Warrior fo
$2.000., 1986 Yamaha
Blaster for $900. Some extra parts. 759-1693 ask for
John.

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Services Offered

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to

COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock
436-2113

CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

*Lawn Maintenance
*Leaf Pick-up,
•Bed mulching
270-753-6772
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592_
EXPERIENCED Private
Tutor taking new students
759-9995

FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
HANDYWORK/ odd lobs
wanted No lob too small.
Give us a call. Yes we
clean gutters_
Phone: 436-5759
HAULING
Cleaning out garages.
sheds, carport atics.
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb

STORAGE

489-2366 or Cell 339-7 16

To Advertise Your
Business Call Tammy
at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500
411416
vist,

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Jan.
24, 2002:
Your sense of direction comes through
time and time again. Do not hesitate to
ask for more of what you want from others in your life. You have a way of inspiring nearly everyone around you, except,
perhaps, a child. You will feel the need to
express your creativity in a valid, concrete form. Share your ideas more often.
If single. you will meet many people and
discover that you could have your pick of
suitors. Summer 2002 could be unusually loving, no matter what your status. If
attached, the two of you will create much
more of what you want together. Many
could be parents or grandparents for the
first time. Laugh with GEMINI.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult

753-1916

& T Painting

Now scheduling winter work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.

270-759-4979

35'

FREE!

them know how valuable of an asset you
consider them to be. Tonight: Start the
weekend early, if you can.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You're in the limelight. Others
look to you for answers. The good news
is that you achieve the results you want,
though you might have a problem with
others. YOu might need to be abnormally
stern with an associate or someone
you're usually playful with. Tonight:
Work late.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You're able to read between the
lines with someone who doesn't see eye
to eye with you. Perhaps what this person
doesn't say is far more important. Use
your imagination to fill in the gaps. Open
up a discussion with this person, until
you get the whole story. Tonight: Plan
your weekend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your attitude helps loosen up a
situation considerably. You might not be
able to turn a key person's decision
around, but success naturally follows
you. Talk to those close to you, and solutions follow in your path. Lighten up
about what could be happening. Tonight:
Find a quiet corner.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You don't even have to make
the first move! Others seek you out, and
you enjoy yourself wherever you are. Let
go of demands; opt for being receptive.
Someone makes true confessions. You
have a lot to think about. Discuss your
feelings. too. Tonight: Where the action
IS

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might feel a lot differently
about an associate. Discuss how you feel
about a work-related matter. Carefully
consider options that revolve around a
fnendship or an important relationship.
Don't play games with money. Avoid
manipulation. Tonight: Put up your feet.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Let go if you want.
Sometimes you squeeze yourself into a
tight corset to get along with the conservatives around you. For now, allow more
spontaneity. Your creativity helps solve a
loved one's problem. Listen to someone
as he or she whispers. This person is shy!
Tonight: Smile on.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
*** Your family often demands a lot
from you. Lighten up about the possibilities that surround your emotional life.
Don't automatically jump in and say
-no." Carefully listen to someone who
often proves to have more insight about
yourself than you do!

THIRTY-FIVE PERCENT

State Farm has discounts
available on car insurance.

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE

See me to find out how you may qualify.
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray. KY
270-753-9935

David's Home Improvement

731-247-5422

VISA

Horoscopes

FREE PALLETS

NEED A CAR?

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

ARIES(March 2I -April 191
**** Add more emotion to your
communication. Others need to hear the
meaning of your words in your voice.
When you express yourself in this manner, others listen. A meeting allows
everyone to dream about what could be.
Join in. Why be the voice of sanity?
LEE'S
9
Tonight: A gathenng goes late.
CARPET
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
CLEANING
*** When you actually look at the
*Carpets *Furniture
facts and figures. you cannot deny what
*Emergency water
is true for you. You need to cut back once
removal
more. Brainstorm with a boss, but don't
'Free Estimates
volunteer more time without compensa*Wrinkle Repair
tion. Allow your creativity to speak.
*Quick Drying
Tonight: Pay bills.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
753-5827.
***** The moon in your sign helps
you chnsten key projects. Your ability to
understand others could be less reliable
than usual. Be more imaginative. Ask
U-haul off Murray
more questions. Ask people how they
Ledger & Times
really feel. Your popularity soars because
of your efforts. Tonight: Make an important call.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Stand back from emotional issues.
Wanted
Quite possibly you see situations through
WANT to lease air or dark a dingy haze nght now. Listen to a partfired tobacco base Call ner or fnend who often inspires you.
Finding a middle ground could he diffi(270)492-8192
cult. Don't take on any ness projects.
Tonight. Do for yourself.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Speak your mind. Be direct
with a friend who often makes many
demands. Your personality draws many
toward you. New possibilities happen as
a result. Brainstorm with others. Let

1998 Nissan Frontier XE
Black, with Rhino bedliner
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
50,xxx miles. $7500. OBO
J &D Motors
townhouse appliances furFor most of your car
767-0569.
nished, W/D. 1yr. lease, 1
99 Dodge Ram 1500 needs. We also rebuild
month deposit. No pets.
SUZUKI RM 250 $1,300.
Sport All power, Michelin transmissions too. Call for
753-2905.
OBO. Suzuki RM 80
Raidels, 13.xxx miles. Appt. 753-6988
FOR rent 2br duplex
$1,250. OBO, Suzuki 250
$15,500 Ask for Mike. 203 S. Cherry Street.
$375.. 2br apt. $325. in
Quad Racer, Manco 2LARRY'S ELECTRIC
days 762-0320, Afternoon
119 Main • 753-6266
northwood. 759-4406
seater go-cart. 5 HP 2001
License master electrician.
753-9785
FORREST View Apartmodel used very little
Residential, commercial.
520
ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
370
$500 Call 270-492-8892
Install and repair
orateercialProe.
now accepting applications
Boats & Motors
Service work.
490
For Sale
for 2br townhouses, basic
New and old construction
Used
Cars
rent $325/ month. Office
1998 Stratos 115 H P 436-5944,
Murray
BUILDING for Sale o
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
Evinrude has extended Seniors Discount
Lease. North 3rd and Wal
1987 Nissan GXE-4 door.
753-1970. Equal Housing
warranty can be seen at
nut, 6,500 sq. ft $53,500. One owner. 85.000 miles
MOVING'
Opportunity_
Blue Gray Boat Sales ParDays- 753-7668
$1,750. Call 753-3317
HAZEL Apartments
is Landing (270)489-6279
Lamb
Brothers
Nights- 753-4919.
1991 2dr, maroon Pontiac $9,500.00
Now taking applications for
Cross Country Or Local
Grand AM. Needs motor,
1 & 2br units Rent based
Licensed & Insured Call
380
530
almost new tires, body in
on income. Mobility impairLuke Lamb At
Pets & Supplies
Services
Offered
good condition, no rust
ment accessible. Phone
1-800-611-6854
Leave message_ 753-7040
492-8721. Mon & Thurs
270-753-2555
A affordable hauling, funk
DOG Obedience
1991 CR250 Excellent
9-11am. TDD No.
Master Trainer.
clean up. tree work, gutter Casey Electric for all your
Cond. Fast $1000 Call
1-800-648-6056.
Equal
electrical needs
cleaning. 436-5141.
436-2858
767-0557 after 4pm.
Housing Opportunity.
FREE cute and friendly 7 1996 Dodge Intrepid white, A-1 AFFORDABLE all- Commercial & Residential
LARGE 2br Apt. near UniLicense and Insured
week old puppies 753- power locks and windows, around hauling, tree work,
versity, deposit required.
753-3680
cleaning
6619
out
sheds,
gutter.
AM
FM
-cassett
e radio
No pets. $350/ mo. 435Junk
NEED stud services for fe- $2800
clean-up
.
436-286
7.
0E30.
Call
4050 leave message.
A-1 Tree Service
male St. Bernard. 759- (270)753-5829 ask for
2484.
Stump Removal
Brad.
NICE 2br duplex
492-8737,
1999
390
Toyota
Solara
SLE
1815 Ridgewood
437-3044
gold package fully loaded
livestock & Supplies
753-7457
Free Estimates
20.xxx mls call after 5pm
RED OAKS APTS.
$18,000
753-105
2
ALFALF
A hay for sale
AHART & Culver
Special
96 Cadillac STS. Comon
436-2181
Septic Installation
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
BERMUDA HAY: Horses red. 93,xxx miles. Very Also top soil and gravel
Please call Paulfor
2BR From $325
or cattle love it, quality sharp. $11,500. OBO. For 437-4838 or (270)559info
more
270-436
-2667
4986
Call Today!
guaranteed, delivery avail401
free estimate at
753-8668.
able. call Jerry, (731)6697366
Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 8 3br apts.
Divorce?•Bad Credit? • Bankruptcies?
Section 8 housing
Real Estate
753-8221
NiAir pe,NICKING
Parker Ford
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
I IC III
.0^
EHO
HALEY Professional
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
Linc
oln-Mercury
Appraising
DEF
270-759
-4218
For Reel
Body Shop
3
"For What It's Worth"
Has
hANO
2 3 AND 4 br Houses
440
Totally
6
Near down town Murray
Lots For Sate
Confidential
753-4109
DAYS:
Can Ruthie or Dennis
LOTS for sale Starting a
2, 3. AND 4 br Houses
753-5
273
753-0133
753-2222
Near down town Murray $11,000 Price includes
1-800-9
Hrs,
24
water, septic & driveway
92-7334
753-4109
NIGHTS:
309 Woodlawn Rent or Also land home packages
492-8219 • 753-1833
Rent with option to buy 270-437-4838
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
753-6191
Used Trucks
3br, 2 bath, C/H/A $495 a OAKWOOD
Terrace 6
Decks, Home Additions
month plus security 474- acres with hardwood trees
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
2520
30 ft. tall and is couple par 1997 Toyota 1-100 extra Garages. Pole Barns, Met3BR, 1 bath Clean, cen- five from Oaks C.C. cab, 4x4 SR5, V6. auto,
al Buildings. Fencing
loaded. excellent conditral gas heat and air. 1 $12,000 OBO 759-4712.
Quality Workmanship
•Rcpl,i,c rotten or water damaged floors.
tion,
96.xxx
miles
year lease, no pets $395
NADA
Licensed
*Install braces & floors joists under houses
retail $18,450. Asking
month Call 753-9636
753-7860 753-1194
for sagging or weak floors.
$14.900 OBO. 753-4260
38R
house in town
'Replac
e or repair water and drain lines.
Stove. refog W/D. lease, 6BR.
2 bath Large bed'Install moisture barriers.
AFFORDABLE Electric
no pets. $495/mo. M-F 8-5 rooms,
new carpert and li- GAIN or Dump truck, 14
We Do All Kinds of Remodeling
*Commercial.
753-4937
nolium, freshly painted
1/2 ft. Midwest bed. twin
*Residential
Large brick home, double Cylinder. 1966 GMC, 1
*Remodel
FOR Sale or rent Cutely
David Gallimore, Owner
lot, rented upstairs Apt owner.
*Free Estimates
46,xxx
miles.
remodeled house 517
Will Do Insurance Work
near hospital in downtown $3,950 Days- 753-766
8 "Quality don't cost it pays
South 7th St Call after
industry $89.500
Dave Myers 759-2488
Nights- 753-4919.
5:00 p.m. 753-2452
519-0424

EASTSIDE

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free Estimates - Ill Years Experience

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financin
g

Services Offered

New Const. Home & Mobile Home repair. Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows. Vinyl
Siding, Painting. Decks.
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372. 753-0353.

3 BR, 2 bath home. Completely
remodeled in 2000. $129,000.

Wiggins Furniture

Luke Lamb

18Yrs experience.
New Construction*
Remodeling. Repairs*
Concrete Work,
AGO Certified.
435-4272.

in Roof Repair

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Phone (270)759-4734

1-800-611-6854
.
11-270-753-2555

.Spcc 1‘111:1U

• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

We Specialize in Cleaning"

With our extensive. organized
listings, readers will find your
ad easily, so you won't be
climbing the walls looking for
buyers

Motcmycles&Knrs

Services Offered

111

753-3853

PREMIER MINISTORAGE

Services Offered

Ifour Fan Nome improvement Headquarters

All Size Units
Available

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Services Offered

STATE FARM

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.'
fab
INSURANCI,

statefarm.com"
State Farm Mutual Automobile insurance Company (Not le NJ)
State Farm Incksmnay Company NJ)• Home Offices eloomonolton !tenors
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. Gorr: Does garlic ha‘.t.
any health benefits?
DEAR READER: Yes, it does.
Garlic, an herb known for more than
5.000 years, was believed by the
ancients to have healing powers. In
many societies, garlic was used to
treat infections, cough, poisoning,
snakebite, poor digestion and circulatory problems.
Spurred on by anecdotal reports of
the benefits of garlic in preventing
heart attacks (in many countries,
notably Italy), modern scientists have
conducted studies to determine if the
herb possesses health benefits. The
findings confirm that indeed, garlic
has etvo major attributes: reduction of
serum cholesterol and prolongation of
blood coagulation.
',The active ingredients in garlic are
unstable sulfur compounds, mainly
alliin, which are odorless and tasteless. When fresh garlic is crushed,
alliin is converted to allicin by the
action of the plant enzyme allinase.
The resulting substance is pungent
and highly reactive, but decays in
about .18 hours into disulfide and
sulfenic acids, the primary constituents of garlic oil.
Dried garlic powder contains both
the oily sulfides and unconverted alliin. This product is considered to have
medicinal properties equal to those of
fresh garlic, without the odor. Dried
garlic pills are the most popular overthe-counter remedy in Germany; they
are rapidly becoming used worldwide.
Most studies on garlic have used the
dried powder.
European investigators have discovered that this substance lowers
serum cholesterol levelsby as much
as 12 percent; the higher the level, the
greater the reduction. In addition, elevated serum levels of triglycerides
the other major blood fat) can be
reduced by more than 15 percent.
While these effects are not as significant as the reductions produced tly
prescription drugs, such as Lipitor
and Zocor. the fact that any reduction
occurred at all is intriguing.
Further studies have documented
that garlic has a significant antiplatelet function. By preventing these
tiny blood cells from sticking together,
garlic acts to slow blood coagulation,
thereby lessening the possibility of
heart attacks and strokes. The herb
also encourages arteries to dilate,
which improves blood flow to various
organs. In this manner, it appears sim-

ilar to many prescription medications,
such as calcium channel blockers.
The practical, medical implications
of these findings are, as yet, unclear.
However, some authorities are convinced that future studies will prove
garlic to be an inexpensive and safe
adjunct to therapy which prevents cardiovascular diseases, even though the
herb has not been shown to reduce
high blood pressure, a claim frequently made by health-food aficionados.
Nonetheless, garlic appears to have
definite - albeit small - health benefits.
To me, it's comforting to learn that,
unlike so many foods and flavoring
agents, garlic is not only safe but is
probably a necessary component in a
healthful diet. While it may be many
years before processed garlic finds a
niche in our everyday eating habits,
I'm going to be on the cutting edge of
any new discoveries. I plan to surrender to my dietary delights and ignore
the obvious (odoriferous) consequences of my commitment. Pass the
pesto, please.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I was found, on an
ultrasound exam, to have three cysts
in my liver. My doctor assures me they
are benign and require no therapy.
What steps should I take now? Could
these cysts turn cancerous?
DEAR READER: In general, liver
cysts are benign and.need no treat-,
ment. Providing they are filled with
fluid and do not dramatically increase
in size (as judged by serial ultrasound
examinations), you can safely ignore
them. They will not undergo malignant
change. This is a broad answer to your
question, however. You should follow
your physician's advice with respect to
further testing and monitoring.
Some liver cysts co-exist with kidney
cysts, which can become infected and
cause renal damage. Again, follow your
doctor's advice if he or she suggests
that you have a kidney ultrasound.
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

DEAR FEELING THE HEAT:
Nudity is not immoral; it has
nothing to do with religion. It is
not an indication of sexual activity or lack of it. Nudity is simply a
state of undress. You are comfortable with it; your mother is not.
You probably can't convince a
person who feels that nudity is
fundamentally wrong that it's
OK. Part of growing up is learning to listen to our conscience
and deciding what's right for us.
Read on:

DEAR ABBY: I recently heard the
best way to sleep soundly is to keep
your feet and hands warm. The
image I had from this report was:
Sleep with socks and mittens, but
nothing else.
A few days later, another article
claimed that when you sleep totally
nude, heat is more evenly distributed,
thus you sleep more comfortably,
even in the cold of winter.
What have you heard about sleeping in the nude?
NUDIST IN
SANTA CLARITA,CALIF.

DEAR ABBY: My 16-year-old
daughter, "Jenny," sleeps at her best
friend's house about once a month.
Her friend -has a double bed, which
they share. I have been fine with this.
I have slept in the same bed with
other women, and there was nothing
sexual about it.
Since last summer, Jenny has
been sleeping in the nude. I don't
have a problem with that, either. She
doesn't parade around the house
naked and is quite modest. I started
sleeping in the nude when I was 18.
Again, there was nothing sexual
about it.
The other day, I asked Jenny if
she slept in the nude when she was at
her friend's house. She said they both

DEAR NUDIST: Only this:
Heat escapes from the top of the
head and the bottom of the feet.
So to conserve body heat, wear
socks and a ski cap. And pray
that anyone who sees you doesn't
die laughing.

did. It has been bothering me ever
since. I can't help feeling their friendship is sexual. I'm afraid asking her
outright would make her angry or
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Ten years ago
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team placed first in
sweepstakes at the Logan County
High School Invitational Tournament at Russellville, according to
Larry England, CCHS speech
coach.
Published is a picture of Jeff
Curtsinger showing his card dispray
to David Letterman, collector, at the
Purchase Area Boat and sport Card
Show at West Kentucky Exposition
Center.
Births reported include a boy to
Tracy and Earl Kirks, Jan. 17; a boy
to Margie and Charles Huff and a
boy to Tammie and Jimmy
Doughty, Jan. 18.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of the new
bookmobile with Carolyn Adams,
bookmobile librarian, furnished to
the Calloway County Public Library
by the Kentucky Department of Libraries and Archives. The mobile
unit will make about 90 stops to
communities and individuals each
month.
Tracey Overbey Brown and Michael Hendrix Jr. were married Dec.
19 at First United Methodist
Church.
Murray High School Tigers won
57 to 55 over Mayfield in a basketball game. Ted Duffy and David
McMullin were high scorers for
Murray.
Thirty years ago
Gingles Wallis
Murray.
has been elected president of the
Kentucky Board of Pharmacy at a
meeting in Frankfort.
Dr. Bill Rowlett spoke about his

DEAR SUSPICIOUS MOM:
Yes, I do think it's possible. However, your question is intriguing.
Are there any other reasons you
are suspicious? Has she shown
an interest in boys?
Your daughter will not
become defensive when you talk
to her about her sexual orientaunless
tion
you
appear
accusatory or judgmental.
Although time may answer your
question for you, you and she are
overcrue for a frank and loving
mother-daughter chat. Read on:
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might result in her lying to me, since
she knows I would not approve of her
having sex with anyone at this age.
Abby, do you think it's possible
two 16-year-old girls could share the
same bed naked and not be sexually
involved? What can I do to ease my
mind?
SUSPICIOUS MOM
IN NAPA,CALIF.

DEAR ABBY: 1 started ()allege last
fall and moved into a dorm. My roommate and I get along great. She sleeps
in the nude. It shocked me at first,
but the weather was hot, so I tried it.
Now I wouldn't sleep any other way.
Last week, while I was visiting my
family, my mother came into my
room to wake me. She saw my bare
shoulders and correctly assumed I
was nude underneath the blanks.
You should have seen her reaction!
She is now convinced that I am sexually active, which I am not. She
thinks my roommate and I must be
lesbians. (We're both straight.) She
says what I am doing is immoral and
un-Christian.
Abby, I am a very religious person.
I cannot see how sleeping in the nude
is immoral. I don't talk about it or
prance around nude. Am I missing
something? How can I convince
Mother that what rm doing is really

CONTRACT BRIDGE
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•J 96
VK5
•K 5 3 2
K Q 105
WEST
EAST
+ Q 10 8 4 2
+ A K 75
V 9 74 3
V 86
•A 6
+984
+83
+9742
SOUTH
43
IP A Q J 102
•Q J 107
4A J 6
The bidding:
South West
North East
1V
Pass
2+
Pass
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
3
Pass
4
Opening lead — four of spades.
One very common form of
defense against a suit contract is
to lead a suit that forces declarer
to ruff in his hand. The primary
purpose is to exhaust his trumps
so that the defenders can later
cash the cards they have left in
their long suit.
The declarer, of course, does
all he can to resist this trumpshortening process. When he is
blessed with nine or more trumps
in the combined hands, he can
usually withstand the onslaught.
When he has eight trumps,
declarer's position might be tenu-
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TODAY IN HISTORY

ous, but when his combined total is
only seven trumps, the situation
might become downright precarious. This is why a side seldom
chooses a suit with only seven
trumps, especially when they are
divided 4-3 or 5-2.
Observe declarer's problem on
this deal. A spade is led and continued, South miffing the second one.
If he now draws all the adverse
trumps, he goes down. He finishes
with only nine tricks — five trumps
and four clubs. With all the trumps
gone, the defenders score the ace of
diamonds and three spade tricks.
This result is not surprising, since
there is only a 36 percent chance of
the opposing trumps dividing 3-3.
South can protect against the
more likely 4-2 trump division (48
percent) by leading the jack of diamonds after ruffing the spade at
trick two. Ifthejack wins,he draws
trumps and scampers home with
10 tricks.
If the jack loses to the ace and
a spade comes back, South discards
a diamond or a club in order to
retain four trumps in his hand. The
defenders are then kaput, since a
spade continuation can be ruffed in
dummy without shortening
declarer's trumps.
By playing in this fashion,
declarer can make the contract
whenever the opposing trumps are
divided 3-3 or 4-2, about an 84 percent probability.

Tomorrow: The Merrimac Coup.
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experiences in Zambia recently as a
representative of Christian Medical
Society at a meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny McDougal
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
K. Barber. Jan. 17.
Forty years ago
An ice storm struck Calloway
County last night making streets
and highways almost impassable.
Icing started about 4 p.m. yesterday,
heavy rain started at 6 p.m. and the
temperature began to fall. The temperature this morning was 11 above
zero. Calloway County Schools are
closed and College High School
buses did not run.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and*
Mrs. Larry Vanalt, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hal Miller, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ones York, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Michael Farmer and girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Walker.
Fifty years ago
Sen. James M. Lassiter and Rep.
Owen Billington. both Democrats
from Murray, have been named to
several important committees in the
1952 Kentucky General Assembly.
An average of $36.29 per hundred weight was reported for the
week's sale of dark fired tobacco on
the Murray Market.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Allen, Jan. 1:
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Siammons. Jan. 13: a girl to Mr. and
-Mrs. AlVis Hutchens,Jan. 14-;-a-bby
to Mr. and Mrs. Freed Tucker, Jan.
16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Louie
Duncan. Jan. 17.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 23,
the 23rd day of 2002. There are 342
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 23, 1932, New York
Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt announced his candidacy for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
On this date:
In 1789, Georgetown University
was established in present-day
Washington, D.C.
In 1845, Congress decided all
national elections would be held on
the first Tuesday after the first
Monday in November.
. In 1920
. 7 the Dutch government
refused demands from the victorious Allies to hand over the ex-kaiser of Germany.
In 1950. the Israeli Knesset approved a resolution proclaiming Jerusalem the capital of Israel.
In 1964, the 24th amendment to
the Constitution, eliminating the
poll tax in federal elections, was
ratified.
In 1968, North Korea seized the
U.S. Navy ship Pueblo. charging its
crew with being on a spying mission. (The crew was released 11
months later.)
One year ago: California energy
officials eked sufficient power out
of tight West Coast electricity supplies to avoid rush hour blackouts
as lawmakers scrambled to make
longer-term deals to buy power.
Five- Falun_ Gong _followers set
themselves on fire in China's Tiananmen Square; one died.
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1 On the double
5 Umbrella part
8 One-liners
12 Tropical island
13 Baseball stat
14 Premed course
15 Jetty
16 Radio
enthusiast
17 Thumb
through
18 Pack animal
20 Use mantras
21 Gnaw
24 Head dog
27 Ova
28 Timid
31 Clear mineral
32 Nutritious grain
33 Cougar
34 Cult film "—
Alive"
35 Martini base
36 Spider's
defense
37 Second man
on the moon
1

2

3

4

39 Barely make it
(2 wds.)
43 Field workers
46 Classical face
47 Foxy
49 Physicist's
particles
51 Enjoy
52 Zero in on
53 Director Kazan
54 Hopped a jet
55 Itty-bitty
56 Fall mo.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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1 Rock-band
need
2 Leave the
dock
3 "The Mammoth
Hunters"
author
4 Fierce fish
5 Fix up
6 Novelist Levin
7 "Pow!"
8 Cut
9 "Puppy Love"
5

6
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10 Earn
11 Mo.
19 Actress
Farrow
20 Fair grade
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22 Label
23 Real-estate
offering
24 Yvette's
boyfriend
25 Burning
26 Hackers'
machines
28 Source of
warmth
29 MD employer
30 Sweet
potato
32 Grease
33 Small change
35 Blithe
36 By way of
38 Short poem
39 Outdoor
game
40 Harmful
41 — after
(resemble)
42 Was gusty
44 Allot
45 Fragment
47 Was a witness
48 Rumor
perhaps
50 Posed for an
artist
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